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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
To His Exce11ency~ Frank-Clement
Governor of Tennessee
/
SIR:
I have the honor of transmitting~ herewith~ on behalf
The years covered by this report are those during which
the nation's Land Grant Colleges and Universities celebrated
of the Board of Trustees of the University of Tennessee~ a
report on the work and expenditures of the Agricultural
Experiment Station for the years 1961 and 1962.
the lOath anniversary of the signing of the Morrill Act,
which ~rovided for the establishment of this system of higher
education. Particular attention is given to relating the
work of the Station to this Centennial Celebration.
This report is submitted in accordance with the law -
requiring that such a report be submitted by the Agricultural
Experiment Station to the Governor of the State.
Respectfully submitted~
Andrew D. Holt
President
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IN 1862, a young Sweetwater, Tennessee wifewrote to her soldier-husband at the Siege of
Vicksburg that she was carrying on the farm
work as best she could. She told how she culti-
vated the corn crop using the equipment and
power of the day-herself, a crippled mare, and
the double-shovel plow. She probably walked
115 miles planting, tending, and harvesting
each acre of that corn.
In that same year, President Abraham 'Lin-
coIn signed into law a bill creating a system of
higher education called land-grant colleges and
universities. The University of Tennessee is
such a university.
This educational system was to change dra-
matically the face of agriculture in Tennessee
and in the nation. Human power and horse
power would be replaced by machine power.
Low yields of poor-quality crops would dis-
appear to be replaced by tripled yields of good-
quality crops. Poor-quality livestock would be
succeeded by animals bred to fit specific needs
of the marketplace.
This law that President Lincoln signed was
the Morrill Act. The colleges and universities
that it made possible had a chief mandate to
teach agriculture and the mechanic arts. Until
that time, American colleges and universities
had been training young men largely for four
professions-law, clergy, medicine and teaching.
After the passage of the Morrill Act, sons of
the nation's farmers could learn more about
agriculture and how to apply existing knowl-
edge in solving problems of farming. Most of
the nation's population lived on farms and a
large portion of the national effort was going to
produce food and fiber.
Soon, however, the early professors of agri-
culture found that existing knowledge about
agriculture was scant. They had to have facts
to teach their agricultural students. Being cu-
rious and conscientious, they began to seek new
facts.
Their first efforts, often carried on without
funds or adequate facilities and in addition to
their assigned tasks, ",.rerethe beginning of agri-
cultural research.
.Tennessee can be proud that its leaders of
those days recognized the value of this experi-
mentation to find new facts. In 1882, research
in agriculture was officially b~gun without aid
of an endowment, making the Tennessee sta-
tion one of the first five agricultural experi-
ment stations in the United States. Early work
at the Tennessee station dealt with field experi-
ments with wheat and feeding experiments
with animals.
Hatch Act Boosted Research
Interest in agricultural research grew quickly
and in 1887, Congress passed the Hatch Act,
creating a system of agricultural experiment
stations in each state. The law stated:
"That in order' to aid in the acquiring and
diffusing among the peof7le of the United States
useful and practical infor-mation on subjects
ronnecten with agriculture, and to promote sci-
entific investigation and experiments respecting
the principles and applicati?ns of agricult!lral
science. there shall be establIshed, under dIrec-
tion of the college or colleges or agricultural
departments of c'alleges in State or Territory
established, or which may hereafter be estab-
lished, in accordance with the provisions of an
act approved July second, eightee~ hundre.d
and sixty-two. entitled 'an act donatmg publIc
lands to the several States and Territories
which may provide colleges for the benefit of
agriculture amI the mechanic arts' or any of the
5
supplements to the said act, a department to be
known and designated as an 'agricultural ex-
periment station.' "
Upon the passage of the Hatch Act by Con-
gress, the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station was reorganized and the president of
the University became the director of the sta-
tion. Three other professors and the director
formed the staff, which received an appropria-
tion of S15,000 a year to conduct its work.
In April of the next year, 1888, the Station
issued its first report. It is interesting to note
what the report had to say about the Station:
"The Station is a bureau of information for
farmers and every Tennessee citizen interested
in developing our agricultural industries or re-
sources has a right to apply for assistance ...
object of the station is the promotion of agri-
cultural interests of Tennessee, by practical and
scientific experimentation and investigation ...
the station will undertake work if results prom-
ise to promote the course of agricultural prog-
ress, to prove of interest to the public and be
free for publication."
This early statement of purpose still holds
true for the Agricultural Experi1l).ent Sation.
With the boost it received from the passage
of the Hatch Act, the Station began to expand
its work. In 1890 the 100-acre College of Agri-
culture farm was turned over to the Experi-
ment Station for research purposes.
The State of Tennessee recognized the im-
portance of agricultural research when the leg-
islature made its first direct appropriation to
the Station in 1903. Forty more acres of land
were purchased.
Need Seen for Branch Stations
Early work was located at Knoxville near the
University, but it began to become apparent
that research was needed in the differing farm-
ing areas of the state. Interest in creating
branch experiment stations developed and the
West Tennessee Experiment Station at Jackson
was established in 1907.
This action was followed by the setting up of
additional branch stations and field stations un-
til in 1962 there were 11 such research units
located throughout the state.
The face of Tennessee has undergone many
changes since those first agricultural professors
began their "spare time" research work. High-
ways, cities, industrial complexes, recreational
areas, and river developments have all had their
effect on the lives of Tennessee farmers and
their families. Not the least of the changes,
however, have been those directly affecting the
operation of Tennessee farms.
Huge financial investments in land, build-
ings and equipment, complicated marketing
procedures, diverse disease and insect control
methods, intricate farm machinery, interde-
pendent soil and crop management practices-
all are common features of today's agriculture.
The University of Tennessee Agricultural
Experiment Station is seeking ways to apply the
knowledge already available to solve some of
these problems of Tennessee agriculture as it_
goes about its $500 million annual business.
But what will be problems of agriculture 10
years from now, 20 years from now, of 50 years
from now?
Today's knowledge will probably not answer
these questions of the future. The Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station feels an obli-
gation to look ahead and to use its resources
to seek new knowledge, perhaps unneeded to-
day, but vital to tomorrow.
Material Contained in this Report
In the following pages, examples are pre·
sented illustrating progress in agricultural re-
search at the University of Tennessee Agricul-
tural Experiment Station as it seeks today, as
in 1888, to be "a bureau of information for
farrriers and every Tennessee citizen interested
in developing our agricultural industries or re-
sources ... through the promotion of agricul-
tural interests of Tennessee, by practical and
scientific investigation and experimentation."
In addition to these reports are listings of the
following information:
(1) Research projects active as of December
31, 1962;
(2) Research projects terminated during the
calendar year 1961;
(3) Research projects terminated during the
calendar year 1962;
(4) Bulletins, articles, and reports prepared
by Experiment Station staff members and pub-
lished during the calendar years 1961 and 1962.
In addition, this report contains the financial
statements for the Agricultural Experiment
Station covering the periods July 1, 1960 to
June 30, 1961 and July 1, 1961 to June 30,
'1962. Also included is a list of the Experiment
Station personnel for the two calendar years,
1960 and 1961.
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CENTENNIAL PLOTS
THE University of Tennessee took part inthe celebration of the centennial of the
signing of the Morrill Act in a number of ways.
One of these activities was carried out by the
Agricultural Experiment Station.
In order to focus attention on the progress
made in the production of food, feed and fiber
crops over the past 100 years, the Station set
up some "live" field exhibits.
These exhibits were labeled "Centennial
Plots" and were set up at Knoxville, Greene-
ville, Springfield, and Jackson in 1961 and con-
tinued through 1962. Station staff members
worked out an extensive program using corn,
small grain, hay, pasture, strawberries, tobacco,
cotton, and soybeans to show the results from
crop production practices of 100 years ago, 50
years ago, and today. The plots were demon-
CORN PRODUCTION-1861
Land Preparation: "Bull-tongue" or single-stock plow.
Two ways
Variety: Ordinary crib corn.
Fertilizer: None
Spacing & Population: 4 ft. x 4 ft. check-row with 2
plants/hill-5,445 per A.
Planting Method: Furrow two ways and hand drop.
Cultivation: "Bull-tongue" two ways & "hill-up" with hoe.
Harvesting Method: Hand strip fodder and top. Snap
ears by hand.
Yield: 30 bu. per A.
Miles Walked Per Acre:
Miles Walked Per Bu.:
Cost Per Bu.:
Man Hours Per Bu.:
115.5
3.85
$0.48
5.04
strational in nature, although yield records
were kept on each for informal comparisons.
At Main Station
At Knoxville, the plots showed progress in
the production of corn, small grain, hay,
pasture and strawberries, emphasizing changes
in varieties, fertilization, cultivation and
harvesting practices.
On corn, for instance, when 1861 practices
were followed, yield was 30 bushels per acre.
The farmer probably walked 115 miles in
producing 1 acre.
With 1911 practices, yield was about 35
bushels per acre. The farmer probably walked
35 miles to produce 1 acre at that time.
With 1961 methods, yield was about 148
bushels per acre. The farmer did not walk
any to produce this acre.
CORN PRODUCTION-1961
Land Preparation: Two-bottom tractor plow.
Variety: Dixie 29 (Tenn. hybrid)
Fertilizer: 500 Ibs. 6-12-12 per A., 300 Ibs. ammonium ni-
trate per A.
Spacing and Population: lOin. in 3112 ft. rows-15,682
plants per A.
Planting Method: Two-row planter with fertilizer at-
tachment.
.Cultivation: None-pre-emergence herbicide.
Harvesting Method: Corn picker.
Yield: 147.8 bu. per A.
Miles Walked Per Acre: None
Miles Walked Per Bu.: None
Cost Per Bu.:
Man Hours Per Bu.:
$0.245
;046 or 2.72 minutes
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At Greeneville
At the Tobacco Experiment Station at
Greeneville, the plots showed changes in pro-
duction of corn and burley tobacco. The corn
plots here, as at other locations, showed what
can be accomplished by using an adapted
hybrid, fertilizing it properly, and spacing the
plants closer together to take advantage of the
greater yield potential of the hybrid at high
fertility levels.
The burley tobacco plots showed progress
made in breeding for resistance to such diseases
as black root rot, mosaic, wildfire and black
shank.
At Springfield
The Centennial Plots at the Highland Rim
Experiment Station at Springfield were the
most complete of all. The crop comparisons
here included both dark-fired and burley
tobaccos, corn, wheat, oats, alfalfa, red clover
and other hay. and pasture mixtures.
In the demonstration of the dark-firer! to-
CORN ON CENTENNIAL PLOTS 10-12-61
H.R.E.S., SPRINGFIELD, TENNESSEE
Plot 23 (left)
Hickory King 66.2 bu./acre
Plot 24 (right) •
Dixie 29 130.5 bu./ acre
Difference in yield due to variety, plant population, and
fertilization.
•
At the Tobacco Experiment Station at Greeneville, in
East Tennessee, Lockwood tobacco, a pre-World War I
variety used for chewing and pipe smoking, was grown
side by side with Burley 21, a modern cigarette variety.
Lockwood was fertilized with only 150 pounds per acre of
16"/0 "acid" phosphate fertilizer while Burley 21 was fer-
tilized with an adequate, balanced fertilization program
and treated with approved insecticides.
bacco in 1961, the Madole variety fertilized
the old way-400 pounds of cottonseed meal,
300 pounds of 16% phosphate and 100 pounds
of sulfate of potash-with plants spaced 312
feet apart in rows also spaced 30! feet apart,
produced 1,610 pounds of leaf with a gross
value of $660 per acre.
The same variety with plants spaced 2112feet
apart in 3Y2 foot rows, fertilized at a rate of
120-90-180 N-P20s-K20 pounds per acre pro-
duced 2,430 pounds of leaf with a gross value
of $1,020 per acre.
One of the most striking demonstrations at
Springfield was the one with corn. In 1961,
the old open pollinated variety Hickory King,
un fertilizer! and with plants spaced far apart,
produced 66.2 bushels per acre. A plot of the
hybrid Dixie 29 planted along side with plants
spaced much closer together and fertilized ac-
cording to soil test produced 130 bushels per
acre. Additional proof that this was no hap-
penstance was provided in 1.962 when the
Hickory King plot produced 42 bushels per
acre anr! the Dixie 29 plot, 101 bushels.
8
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1862 ·1962
This corn demonstration plot at the West Tennessee Ex-
periment Station was part of the Land Grant College
Centennial Demonstration conducted in 1962. Those who
attended the West Tennessee Farmers and Homemakers
Institutes at Jackson saw the corn in the background that
was grown with modern corn production techniques:
proper spacing of corn plants resulting from the right
planting rate, modern chemical weed control, and proper
fertilization. The elaborate Centennial demonstration at
Jackson also included cotton and soybeans.
•
At West Tennessee
The Centennial Plots at the West Tennessee
Experiment Station at Jackson involved com-
parisons with corn, cotton and soybeans. With
Gorn the comparisons were among Hickory
King and Neal's Paymaster-open-pollinated
varieties of 50 to 100 years ago-and Dixie 29,
a modern hybrid. Spacing of plants, fertiliza-
tion, and cultivation practices were those fol-
lowed at these three periods of time.
For example, weeds and grasses were con-
trolled with a turning plow on the two "old"
corn varieties while a chemical was used for
weed control on the modern hybrid. Despite
later unfavorable moisture conditions, this plot
produced 82 bushels of corn per acre, com-
pared with yields of 48 bushels for Hickory
King and 53 bushels for Neal's Paymaster.
The cotton demonstration showed the im-
provements that have been made in variety,
fertilization, and cultivation. The variety of
100years ago was a tall, late, leafy variety of
the Acala type; the variety of 50 years ago was
Half and Half, while Stardel was used to rep-
resent the varieties of today.
In the soybean demonstration, the old Mam-
moth Yellow variety was compared with
modern varieties, Ogden and Hood.
These demonstrations were labeled with ap-
propriate signs and they were visited by a large
number of people, individually and in groups.
At each of the summer field days held at the
four locations, wagon tours stopped at the
Centennial Plots and a staff member explained
their significance and the significance of the
land-grant system. Field days in both 1961 and
1962 made use of these plots.
Centennial Address Featured
In addition to the Centennial plots, 1961
field days at the Spring Hill, Greeneville,
Crossville, and Springfield stations featured an
address by Dr. Webster Pendergrass, Dean of
the College of Agriculture. Dean Pendergrass
explained the land-grant system and how it has
contributed to the development of the nation's
agriculture through teaching, research, and
extension activities.
At the 1961 Knoxville station field day,
called the East· Tennessee Farmers" Conven-
tion, a major portion of the morning program
was given over to a panel discussion of "100
Years With the Land-Grant Colleges."
During this session, individuals who had
been associated with Tennessee agriculture
over the last 50 years told about problems
facing Tennessee farmers in the production of
corn and hay and how they had sought to solve
these problems. Based on this historical setting,
current Experiment Station and Extension staff
members reported what is known today about
the production of these crops.
The Centennial Plots at the four locations,
plus the special emphasis on several summer
field day programs, enabled the Agricultural
Experiment Station to bring the Land-Grant
Centennial to the attention of a large number
of farmers, agricultural industry representa-
tives, and the general public during 1961 and
1962.
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BUDGETS, PROJECTS AND PUBLICATIONS
1961 1962
The United States Appropriations under the Hatch Act
Amended and Non-Federal Funds
The United States Appropriations under the Hatch Act
Amended and Non-Federal Funds
1960-61 1961-62
Receipts Hatch
Non-Federal
Funds .Receipts Hatch
Non-Federal
Funds
From United States Treasurer
From Other Sources
From United States Treasurer
From Other Sources $1,531,917.18
$ 618,519.14
44,176.02
132,071.56
75,080.23
128,981.89
314,246.09
218,842.25
$1,531,917.18
$891.980.00 $971,494.00
$1,286,779.61
$ 505,004.27
31,073.96
127,591.72
119,690.87
113,687.44
244,178.54
145,552.81
$1,286,779.61
Personal Services
Travel
Equipment
Lands and Structures
Personnel Benefits
Supplies and Materials
All Other Expenses (Contractuall
Total Expenditures
Personal Services
Travel
Equipment
Lands and Structures
Personnel Benefits
Supplies and Materials
All Other Expenses (Contractual)
Total Expenditures
$802,297.14
16,177.72
21,701.80
$858.371.81
4,874.02
55,293.81
43.358.75
8,444.59
$891,980.00
35,992.48
16,961.88
$971,494.00
Projects
As of Decem bel' 3 I, 1961, there were I~4Hatch projects and 18 active State projects.
As of December 31, 1962, there were 1 1!J active
Hatch projects and 22 active State projects.
There were ~)active U-T -AEC projects both
years. .
During I~)61, 18 projects were terminated
while 16 projects were terminated in 1962. Re-
ports on these projects have either been pub-
lished or are being prepared for publication.
Hatch projects are supported in part with
Federal-Grant funds made available by Con-
gress to the Agricultural Experiment Stations
of the country under the Hatch Act Amended.
State projects are supported entirely by Uni-
versity funds.
Many of the projects involving studies of
soils, crops. and livestock may include experi-
mental work at one or more of the sub-stations
as well as at the :'.Iain Station in Knoxville.
The headquarters of the Tennessee Agricul-
tural Experiment Station is located on the agri-
cultural campus of the University of Tennessee
at Knoxville. The UT-AEC Agricultural Re-
search Laboratory is located some 20 miles d is-
lant at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Tn addition.
there are six branch stations and five field sta-
tions which represent soil and climatic condi-
tions in the major regions of Tennessee. These
resez..rch centers are shown on the map on the
back cover.
Publications
A total of 138 technical, semi-technical and
popular articles were prepared by staff mem-
bers and published in 1961. In 1962, 147 such
articles were prepared and published.
In addition to various professional, technical
and popular type publications, published re-
ports on research of the Tennessee Agricultural
Experiment Station appear as Station Bulletins
and as articles in Tennessee Farm and Home
Science. There were 14 Station Bulletins pub-
lished during 196\ and 25 articles appeared in
four issues of Farm and Home Science. During
1962. 26 Station Bulletins were published and
41 research art icles appeared in Farm and
Home Science.
For copies of the Bulletins, write the Edi-
tor, Agricultural Experiment Station, Knox-
ville. Copies of articles published in various
journals and periodicals may sometimes be ob-
tained by \\Til ing directly to the author.
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DEPARTMENTAL RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND
RURAL SOCIOLOGY
FAR~rERS have made many adjustments tomeet changing fami operating conditions
over the past 100 years. Capital requirements
per farm have increased as one man has been
able to handle more land and other materials
and as machine power and equipment have
been substituted for horse-drawn equipment.
As capital investments have increased, so has
the amount of credit farmers use in order to
continue farming in the most profitable way.
In fact, for the farmer who uses credit, correct
knowledge about loans, interest rates and credit
sources is just as much a part of farm manage-
ment today as the correct practices used in pro-
ducing crops and livestock.
A survey of 500 farmers in the state by the
Department of Agricultural Economics showed
that farmers in Tennessee lack dependable
knowledge concerning the names, locations and
ownership of existing credit sources as well as
the types of loans and interest rates for each.
Factors found associated with increased
knowledge of farm credit by farmers were:
higher formal education; the farther west the
residence (in moving across the state by the
three grand divisions), the greater volume of
sales from the farm; and increasing age of the
farmer.
Factors found having little relation to the
knowledge were tenure, type of farm (crops or
livestock), and extent of off-farm income.
Furthermore, higher knowledge ratings were
found for: borrmvers as compared to non-
borrowers; farmers who had been lenders as
compared to non-lenders; and farmers who had
given consideration recently to using more
credit as compared to those who had not.
The study also revealed some of the areas
of credit information where farmers needed
more knowledge in order to make the most
advantageous management decisions. Included
were information on interest rates being paid,
sources of lower interest rates than they were
paying and how to calculate interest rates.
About two-fifths of the farmers surveyed
were currently users of credit, while over' two-
fifths had not obtained a loan for any purpose
during the past 3 years. Con~idering all farm-
ers, there was <:.naverage outstanding indebted-
ness of $823. Those farmers with current loans
had an average loan of 1,905.
The various major credit sources held the
following percentage of outstanding credit:
commercial banks, 34.9%; individuals, 25.2%;
Federal Land Bank, 19.7%; Farmers Home Ad-
ministration, 7.2%; Production Credit Associ-
ation, 5.6%; and insurance companies, 4.4%.
The knowledge of farmers borrowing from
the Federal Land Bank, Farmers Home Ad-
ministration, Production Credit Association
and insurance companies was substantially
higher than the average score of all farmers.
Factors found associated with the amount of
credit used were: more knowledge about credit
sources-more borrowed; greater volume of
sales from the farm-more borrowed; in com-
paring the owner-operator to the tenant and
sharecropper-less borrowed; in comparing bor-
rowing experience of farmers by residence from
West to l\'Iiddle to East Tennessee-the less bor-
rowed; and the older the farmer-the less bor-
rowed.
Factors having little effect on amount bor-
rmved were formal education, percent of farm
income from crop sales, and percent of income
from off-farm work.
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Proj. No.
4
5
Research Project Titles
Farmers' Capital Needs and Problems of
Capital Acquisition.
Farming Adjustments in Tennessee with
Emphasis on Economics of Conservation
Farming; cooperative with the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture.
Impact of Industrialization Upon Ten-
nessee Agriculture.
Type and Breed as Factors Influencing
Beef Carcasss Characteristics and Con-
sumer Acceptance; coopera tive with the
Animal Husbandry-Veterinary Science
Department and the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
Marketing and Utilizing Low-Quality
Hardwoods.
An Economic Study of Feed and Forage
Production and Use on Beef and Dairy
Farms 1I1 Specified Areas of Tennessee.
Buying Policies and Other Practices 111
the Tennessee Vegetable Industry; co-
operative with the Horticulture Depart-
ment (contributing to Regional Proj.
S~[-8).
Fluid 1\[ilk Supplies, Prices, and Move-
ment 111 the Lower Mississippi River
Valley Marketing Area (contributing to
Regional Proj. SM-IO).
Level-of-Living Adjustment of Rural
Households in Tennessee (contributing
to Regional Proj. S-44).
Analysis of Movement of Livestock
(Slaughter Hogs, Cattle and Calves) and
"feat (Pork, Beef, and Veal) in Tennes-
see (contributing to Regional Proj. SM-
23).
An Economic Appraisal of Farming Ad-
justment Opportunities in Selected Areas
of Tennessee to meet Changing Comli-
tions; cooperative with TV A and the
U. S. Department of Agriculture (con-
tributing to Regional Proj. S-42).
Market Potential for Frozen Broilers in
Tennessee; cooperative with the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture (contributing
to Regional Proj. SM-15).
Vertical Integration 1I1 the Marketing
of Livestock in Tennessee.
Alternative Cotton 1\[arketing Practices
and Systems for Increased Efficiency 1I1
Channels of Trade (contributing to Re-
gional Proj. SM-24).
Transportation of Grain and Grain Prod-
ucts 111 Tennessee (contributin?; to Re-
gional Proj. SM-ll). -
Changing Patterns of Milk and Milk
Product Consumption in Tennessee.
196 Capital Formation and Growth of Farm
Supply Firms in Tennessee.
197 Demand for Floricultural Products.
205 An Economic Appraisal of Agricultural
Credit Used By Tennessee Farmers.
206 Cost-Return Ratios in Farming in Ten-
nessee.
State 11 Changes in the Attitudes, Knowledge,
and Practices of Farmers Participating
111 aUT-TVA Trial-Acre Program; co-
operative with TVA.
State IS Impact of Mechanization on Costs and
~etur,:s in Cotton. Production; coopera-
tive with the Agricultural Engineering,
Agronomy, and Entomology Depart-
ments.
State 19 Impact of the Interstate Highway System
on Movement of Farm Products Im-
portant to Tennessee Agriculture.
(j
12
Hi
ISh
1.5Y
17.5
liY
189
190
191
192
195
Projects Concluded in 1961
11 Economics of Marketing Milk 111 Ten-
nessee; cooperative with the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture.
13 A Study of the farketing Methods of
the Horticultural Specialty Industry 111
Tennessee; cooperative with the Horti-
culture Department (contributing to Re-
gional Proj. SM-12).
17 A Study of Comparative Prices Paid
Producers for Milk of Manufacturing
Grade 111 Tennessee and the Midwest;
cooperative with the U. S. Department
of Agriculture.
19 Financial Management and Related
Problems Affecting the Success of Ten-
nessee Cooperatives.
24 Expansion of Demand for Horticultural
Specialties; cooperative with the Horti-
culture Department.
G
G
Projects Concluded In 1962
Proj. No.
4
Research Project Titles
Farmers' Capital Needs and Problems of
Capital Acquisition.
Farming Adjustments in Tennessee with
Emphasis on Economics of Conservation
Farming; cooperative with the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture.
An Economic Study of Feed and Forage
Production and Use on Beef and Dairy
Farms in Specified Areas of Tennessee.
Market Potential for Frozen Broilers in
Tennessee; cooperative with the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture (contributing to
Regional Proj. S-42).
Vertical Integration in the Marketing of
Livestock in Tennessee.
P.
]V
5
22
189
p
190
12
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-196\
Britt, Ray T, et al.
Marketing Christmas Trees in the Knoxville Area.
Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 39, Sept.
1961.
Britt, Ray T, et al.
eed Better Understanding of Customer's Pref-
erence. Southeastern Nurseryman, Dec. 1961.
Dubov, Irving, and Paul A. Andrilenas
Agreements for Producing and Iarketing Ten-
nessee Hogs and Feeder Pigs. Tennessee Agricul-
tural Experiment Station in cooperation with
U. S. Department of Agriculture. Tenn. Agric.
Expt. Sta. Bu!. 335, 1961.
Dubov, Irving
Case Studies on Contract Production and Market-
ing of Swine in Tennessee. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 40, Dec. 1961.
Dubov, Irving
Market Power Problems of Agricultural Producers.
Marketing Sec. Proc., Assoc. of Southern Agric.
Workers meeting, Jackson, Miss., Feb. 6, 1961.
Dubov, Irving, and M. Lloyd Downen
The Midwest-Eastern Seaboard Conflict. The
Southeastern New England Milk Market News
3(3): March 1961. .
Garbarino, A. J.
Landscaping in the Nashville Residential Area.
Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 38, June
1961.
Garbarino, A. J.
Landscaping in the Knoxville Industrial Area.
Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 40, Dec.
1961.
Goble, William E.
Quality Grading of Strawberries. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 37, Mar. 1961.
Goble, William E.
Tennessee's Competitive Position in Producing
and Marketing Strawberries. Tenn. Agric. Expt.
Sta. Bu!. 332, 1961.
Goddard, R. ]., et al.
Controlling Cotton Insects. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 38, June, 1961.
Jones, Ted L.
Changes in Farm Credit in Tennessee, 1950-1961.
The Tenn. Farmer and Homemaker, Dec. 1961.
Martin, Joe A.
The Impact of Industrial Development Upon
Agriculture. Farm Journal, Feb. 1961, and Fa·rm
and Ranch, Feb. 1961.
Martin, Joe A.
Agricultural Uses of Water in Tennessee. Proc.
Tennessee Water Resources Conference, May
1961, pp. 92-100. Bureau of Public Administra-
tion, The University of Tennessee, Nov. 1961.
Paris, Donald G., and T ]. Whatley
~he B.eef Cattle Enterprise on The Ames Planta-
tIOn PIlot Farm. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog.
Rep. 38, June 1961.
Paris, Donald G., Jame~ T Long, and R. J. Goddard'
Grade Loss and FIeld Waste of Machine- and
Hand-Harvested Cotton at The Ames Plantation.
Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 39 Sept.
1961. '
of
of
Parry, Stanton P.
Milk Consumption 111 Tennessee Schools, March,
1961. Agric. Econ. Cir. 6, Mar. 1961.
Parry, Stanton P., and M. Lloyd Downen
T~le Feder~1 ~chool Lunch Program in Tennessee
WIth ImplIcations for the Dairy Industry. Tenn.
Agric. Expt. Sta. Bu!. 326, 1961.
Parry, Stanton P., George C. Tucker, and Stanley F.
Krause
Cooperative Milk lVfarketing Opportunities in
The. East Tennessee Valley. Farmer Cooperative
SerVIce, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Special
Case Study 148, Sept. 1961.
Raskopf, B. D.
Marketing Frozen Broilers in Tennessee Retail
Grocery Stores. Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bu!. 331,
1961.
Raskopf, B. D.
Effects of Diets Containing Milo on Broilers and
Consumer Acceptance of Broilers Differing in
Degree of Skin Pigmentation. Tenn. Agric. Expt.
Sta. Bu!. 324, 1961.
Raskopf, B. D., et al.
Cotton Gin Fires and Insurance Coverage in Cot-
ton Producing Regions, Seasons of 1956-58. Sou.
Coop. Series Bu!. 78, 1961.
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-1962
Dubov, Irving
Arrangement Standan;ls Probably Needed with
Heavy Swine Production by Contract. Feedstuffs,
34(7):, Feb. 17, 1962. (Reprinted from Tenn. Farm
and Home Sci. article.)
Dubov, Irving
Market Power Problems of Agricultural Producers.
Jour. of Marketing, 26(2):, April 1962.
Dubov, Irving
Goals and Conflicts in Agricultural Marketing
Research. Jour. of Farm Economics, 44(5):, Dec.
1962.
Dubov, Irving
Marketings, Slaughter, and Consumption of Live-
stock and Meats in Tennessee. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 44, Dec. 1962.
Garbarino, A. .J.
Consumer Preference for Woody Ornamental
Plants in the Knoxville Metropolitan Area. Tenn.
Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 43, Sept. 1962.
Goble, W. E.
Costs and Returns for Fresh Market and Proces-
sing Strawberries. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci.
Prog. Rep. 41, March 1962.
Goble, W. E., and F. W. Cooler
Quality and Consumer Acceptance of Hydrocooled
Strawberries. Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bu!. 344,
1962.
Goble, W. E., John L. Ginn, and Joe W. White
Evaluation of Shipping Containers for Tennessee
Fresh Market Strawberries. Tenn. Agric. Expt.
Sta. Bu!. 352, 1962.
Goble, W. E.
The Tennessee Vegetable Industry. Tenn. Farm
and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 44, Dec. 1962.
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Goddard, R. J.
Use of Geese for Controlling Weeds in Cotton.
Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 44, Dec.
1962.
Martin, Joe A.. and Joe W. McLeary
Who Owns The Land in The Rural Areas of
Tennessee? Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog.
Rep. 44, Dec. 1962.
Parry, S. P.
Marketing Milk Under Federal Orders In Ten-
nessee. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 41,
Mar. 1962.
Parry, S. P., and C. E. Fuller
Research Status and Needs in Consumer Knowl-
edge. Marketing Section Proc., Assoc. of Southern
Agric. ,,yorkers meeting, Jacksonville, Fla., Feb.
7, 1962.
Parry, S. P., and M. L. Downen
Your Changing Dairy Industry. Tenn Farmer and
Homemaker, March 1962, pp. 18-19.
Parry, S. P., and Donna G. Greiner
Changing Structure of The Dairy Industry in
Tennessee. Tenn. Ag-ric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 348, 1962.
Parry, S. P. ef. at.
Milk Movement Patterns in The Southeast. South-
ern Coop. Series Bul. 84, Dec. 15, 1962.
Raskopf, B. D.
Frozen Broiler Sales Up Despite Cost. Broiler
Business, March 1962.
Raskopf, B. D.
Market Potential for Frozen Chicken Pie. Tenn.
Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 42, June 1962.
Raskopf, B. D.
Tennessee Frozen Broiler Sales Can Stand Shots
in Arm, Say Retailers in Study. The Poultryman,
Nov. 2, 1962.
Raskopf, B. D.
Tennessee Cold Shoulder for Chicken Pie Fails
to Daunt Economist. The Poultryman, Nov. 2.
1962.
Spitze, R. G. F., and J. T. Romans
Knowledge of Credit by Tennessee Farmers and
Its Effect Upon Financial Practices. Tenn Agric.
Expt. Sta. Bul. 339, 1962.
''''hatley, T. J.
A Revolution in Cotton Production-Industrializa-
tion Offers Hope Against "Cost-Price Squeeze."
The Tenn. Farmer and Homemaker, Oct. 1962.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
HIGH production per man with labor-savingcost-cutting equipment has brought about
a better way for all. Mechanization has helped
bring this about in the past 100 years, both in
the factory and on the. farm. The modern-day
farmer can no longer afford to use his labor for
a machine's-if the machine can do the job.
Man can only produce about 0l-horsepower-
worth only about 3 cents a day-when COIll-
pared with the cost of electric power.
Electricity and machines can perform most
of the jobs around the farmstead on the modern
farm: pump the water, milk the cows, feed the
livestock, move the grain or other products,
perform the household chores, and do hun-
dreds of other jobs. In 1862, men and women
performed each and everyone of these same
jobs by the brawn of their muscles and the
sweat of their brows.
In the same period, the average farm worker
would use only I .or 2 horses or mules in the
field at one time. Their speed was 2 or 2~
miles per hour. Today's farmer, to be average,
must drive a 50 to 60 horsepower tractor and
travel at speeds up to 15 miles per hour, de-
pending upon the job he is performing. Con-
trolling weeds, cutting hay, or picking cotton:
the present-day farmer can do all by machine.
0.
Wear Tests on Sprayer Nozzles: A laboratory model of
an agricultural field sprayer was used to study the abra-
sive effects of wettable powder herbicides on sprayer
nozzle tips. Results proved the value of using hardened
stainless steel as compared with the usual soft brass for
spray tips.
Even with each farmer now producing
enough food and fiber for himself and 25 other
people, farm mechanization has not been com-
pleted. Agricultural engineers are at work to
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reduce labor and power requirements even
more.
The constant introduction of new herbicides
requires that agricultural engineers adapt ma-
chinery to apply them. Developing improved
weed control equipment is one aim of current
research work in the Department of Agricul-
tural Engineering. Abrasive herbicides are be-
ing studied in order to determine the best ma-
terials for nozzles, pumps, and other critical
sprayer parts.
Brass has been the agricultural sprayer metal
for many years. However, if a farmer expects
a reasonable amount of service from his sprayer
while using abrasive materials, he must use
sprayer parts of stainless steel, nylon, or some
other appropriate material. These and other
materia.ls are being tested.
New granular weed and insect killers pose
other problems in machinery design. These
pesticides must be applied at the correct rate
and right place. Application at too Iowa rate
will give poor control, while too high a rate
will cause the farmer unneeded expense. Agri-
cultural engineers are working to develop ma-
chines that will give satisfactory results in these
and other respects.
What machinery did the Tennessee farmer
have 100 years ago for controlling 'weeds and
insects? Mostly the hoe; chemicals were scarce
and used only in limited amounts, if at all.
Today's farming methods, without improve-
ment, will not satisfy tomorrow's needs. The
farmer today would be just as amazed to see
how his descendants will be farming 100 years
from now as his 1862 ancestors would be if
they visited him today.
Proj. No.
Hatch 26
Hatch 32
Hatch 172
Hatch 202
Hatch 204
State
Research Project Titles
Food Processing Machinery Develop-
ment.
Chemical Weed Control; cooperative
with the Agronomy and Horticulture De-
partments.
Housing for: Chicks; cooperative with the
Poultry Department.
Electrical Properties of Cotton Fiber;
cooperative with the Physics Department.
Factors Affecting Water Yields from
Small Watersheds in Tennessee; coopera-
tive with the Agronomy, Geology, and
UT-AEC Departments, TVA, and Soil
Conservation Service (con tribu ting to
Regional Proj. S-53).
7 Electric Treatment of Plant Materials;
cooperative with the Agronomy, Food
Technology, Home Economics Research
-Nutrition, and Textiles and Clothing
Departments, and the U. S. Department
of Agriculture.
State 15 Impact of Mechanization on Costs and
Returns in Cotton Production; coopera-
tive with the Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology, Agronomy, and
Entomology Departments.
State 22 Effect of Structural Characteristics of
Vertical Silos and Silo Equipment on
Maintenance Costs, Silage Quality, and
Milk Production; cooperative with the
Dairy Department and the National Silo
Association.
State 25 Land Forming for Drainage and Furrow
Irrigation; cooperative with the Soil
Conservation Service.
Projects Concluded in 1961
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
State 6 Mechanical Handling of Silage.
Hatch 27 Drying and Handling Forage Crops for
Hay and Silage.
Projects Concluded in 1962
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
Hatch 169 Storage and Management of Water for
Irrigation.
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-I 96 I
Baxter, D.O., and H. V. Shirley
Which Type of Broiler Huuse? Solar, Window-
less, or Conventional? Tenn. Farm and Home Sci.
Prog. Rep. 38, June 1961.
Boyce, Erwin K.
$50 Million Worth of Hay-the Modern Way!
The Tenn. Farmer and Homemaker, May 1961.
Boyce, Erwin K.
So You're Sold on Chemical Weed Control? The
Tenn. Farmer and Homemaker, Feb. 1961.
Lu ttrcll, Houston
Hay Conditioning Contributes to Quality Hay in
Tennessee. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 327, May 1961.
Roseman, A. S., J. T. Hogan, R. B. Stone, Jr., and
J. C. Webb
Gas Plasma Irradiation of Rice I. Hydration
Characteristics. Cereal Chemistry, Sept. 1961, pp.
423-432.
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-1962
Stone, R. B., Jr., and J. R. Barrett, Jr.
Effects of Gas Plasma Radiations on Cotton Yarn.
Transactions of the ASAE, 5(1):, 1962.
Stone, R. B., Jr., and J. R. Barrett, Jr.
USDA Study Reveals Interesting Effects of Gas
Plasma Radiations on Cotton Yarn. Textile Bul.,
Jan. 1962.
Wylie, M. L., and E. K. Boyce
Wettable Powder Herbicides-Problems with Abra-
sion and Agitation. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci.
Prog. Rep. 42, April 1962.
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and good winterhardiness. Blount performs
especially well on productive soils and under
conditions of high fertilization, and is becom-
ing widely accepted by Tennessee growers.
The development of oat varieties with su-
perior forage and grazing qualities is now be-
ing emphasized in oat breeding work in the De-
partment of Agronomy. Such varieties should
be winterhardy and have intermediate to up-
right habit of growth to provide additional for-
age for grazing. Also, they should have re-
sistance to crown rust to reduce the hazards of
rust infection in the fall of the year. A high
AGRONOMY
DURING the past 100 years, there have beenmany crop production changes in Tennes-
see. The oat crop is a good example for illus-
tration.
Acreage of oats harvested for grain has had
several ups and downs in the past 100 years in
Tennessee. Acreage reached a high of 590,000
acres in 1889, then dropped to a low point of
77,000 acres in 1935 as automobiles replaced
carriage horses. But the development of new
improved varieties brought about an expansion
in acreage-to a peak of 248,000 acres harvested
in I !);"Jh.
Oat grain yields held steady to the late 1930's
and then climbed about 50'7,. Better manage-
ment practices and improved varieties of fall-
sown oats have been largely responsible for the
higher yields of recent years. About 80% of
the Tennessee oat acreage is now sown in the
fall, compared to about 20j~, 40 years ago.
Before 1900, the predominal1l oat varieties
in Tennessee were Red Rustproof and Burt
types. Fulghum. a pure line selection from
Red Rustproof, call1e into the picture about
1900 and gradually replaced the older varieties.
It had fairly stiff straw and was earlier and
taller than Red Rustproof. but lacked winter-
hardiness.
In the early 1900's University of Tennessee
scientists began an oat improvement program
which dealt mainly with pure line selections
and variety testing. As the trend shifted rrom
spring to fall seeding, the oat breeders saw the
need to develop winterhardy varieties. In
1930, several hundred head selections were
made from the Fulghum variety from which
three promising winterhardy ones were re-
leased as Tennex, Fulwin, and Forkedeer.
Forkedeer replaced Fulghum and is still a pop-
ular variety with Tennessee growers.
With the coming of combine harvesting, oat
breeders selected for more lodging resistance.
LeConte, of hybrid origin, was released in
1949. It has very good straw strength and is
almost as winterhardy as Forkedeer.
The Blount variety was released in 1960. It
has short, stiff straw, a high yielding potential
Deye/op Oat Varieties: LeConte (at left) and Blount are
two oat varieties developed and released by the Uni-
versity of Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station in
the last 15 years. Both have good straw strength and
possess good winter-hardiness. Blount performs especially
well on productive soils and under conditions of high fer-
tilization.
level of rust resistance from wild species) Avena
strigosa, is currently being transferred to some
of ollr adapted varieties.
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
Hatch 28 Moisture Sorption Characteristics of the
Major Soils of Tennessee and the Re-
lation of Moisture Tensions to Plant
Growth and Fertilizer Utilization; co-
operative with TVA and the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture (contributing to
Regional Proj. 5-24).
Hatch 32 Chemical Weed Control; cooperative
with the Agricultural Engineering and
Honi cuI tu re Departmen IS.
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Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
1-1a tch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
33 Evaluation of the Performance of Varie-
ties of Field Crops.
34 Corn Improvement; cooperative with the
Entomology Department and the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
37 Production of Burley Tobacco; coopera-
tive with the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
38 The Comparative Value and Relative
Efficiency of Various Phosphate Fertiliz-
ers Under Different Soil and Cropping
Conditions; cooperative with TVA.
39 Improvement of Cultivated Grasses.
42 Potassium Fertilization of Farm Crops
on Different Soil Series in Tennessee.
45 Movement and Persistence of Herbicides
111 the Soil (contributing to Regional
Proj. S-18).
47 Establishment and Maintenance of Turf.
48 Soil Survey of Tennessee to Help
Determine Crop Adaptations and Man-
agement Requirements; cooperative with
TVA and the U. S. Department of
Agricul ture.
49 Determination of Residues from Certain
Pesticides When Applied for the Normal
and Experimental Control of Insects and
Diseases of Fruits and Forage Crops in
Tennessee; cooperative with the Ento-
mology Department (contributing to Re-
gional Proj. S-22).
51 Root Development of Farm Crops as
Related to the Physical and Chemical
Characteristics of the Soil; cooperative
with TVA.
55 The Influence of Chemical, Physical, and
;\Iineralogical Properties of Soils on
I utrient Availability and Plant Growth;
cooperative with the U. S. Department
01 Agriculture (contributing to Regional
Proj. S-14).
56 Trace Elements in Tennessee Agricul-
tural Crops.
75 Breeding and Genetics 01 Crimson
Clover.
77 Breeding and Genetics of Lespedezas.
78 Use of Ionizing Radiation in Crop Im-
provement; coop. with the UT-AEC
Agric. Res. Lab.
79 Production and Improvement of Cotton
Varieties Suitable to Tennessee Condi-
tions; cooperative with the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture.
80 Oat Breeding.
81 Barley Breeding.
136 Breeding for Improvement in Wheat
Varieties to include resistance to Disease,
Hessian Fly, and Changes in Morphologi.
cal Characters; cooperative wi th the
Entomology and Plant Pathology Depart-
Hatch 163
Hatch 164
Hatch 183
Hatch 184
Hatch 186
Hatch 208
State 7
State ~
State 13
Sta te 1S
State 57
Proj. No.
Hatch S 1
Hatch 80
Hatch 81
Hatch 136
State 1:1
ments and the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture.
Culture of Dark To!:>acco.
Nitrogen Fertilization of Farm Crops.
Crop Response to Liming.
Effects of Environmental Factors on
Ladino Clover and Orchardgrass Persist-
ence (contributing to Regional Proj.
S-47).
Forage Crops Management: Establish-
ment, Persistence, and Productivity.
Breeding for Improvement 111 Small
Grains (wheat, oats, barley and rye);
cooperative with the Entomology and
Plant Pathology Departments and the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Electric Treatment of Plant Materials;
cooperative with the Agricultural Engi-
neering, Food Technology, Home Eco-
nomics Research-Nutrition and Textiles
,lI1d Clothing Departments, and the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
Land Reclamation.
Changes 111 Attitudes, Knowledge, and
Practices of Farmers Participating 111 a
UT-TVA Trial-Acre Program; coopera-
tive with TVA.
Impact of Mechanization on Costs and
Returns in Cotton Production; coopera-
tive with the Agricultural Economics and
Rura 1 Sociology, Agricultural Engineer-
ing, and Entomology Departments.
Evaluation of New Plants; cooperative
with the Horticulture Department.
Projects Concluded in 1962
Research Project Titles
Root Development of Farm Crops as Re-
lated to the Physical and Chemical
Characteristics of the Soil; cooperative
with TVA.
Oat Breeding.
Barley Breeding.
Breeding for Improvement 111 Wheat
Varieties to Include Resistance to Dis-
ease, Hessian Fly, and Changes 111
Morphological Characters; cooperative
with Entomology and Plant Pathology
Departments and the U. S. Department
of Agriculture.
Changes in Attitudes, Knowledge, and
Practices of Farmers Participating 111 a
UT-TV A Trial-Acre Program; coopera-
tive with TVA.
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-1961
Bell, F. F .. Charles R. Graves, and Rural A. Peace
More Efficient Soil Use-Factors Limiting Yield of
Corn on Huntington, 'Vaynesboro, and Dickson
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Soils. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 40,
Dec. 1961.
Cummins, D. G., and ,tV. L. Parks
The Germination of Corn and Wheat as Affected
by Various Fertilizer Salts at Different Soil
Temperatures. Soil Sci. Soc. Amer. Proc. 25:47-49,
Jan.-Feb. 1961.
Fribourg, H. A.
The Performance of Sorghum Almum and Peren-
nial Sweet Sorgrass in Tennessee. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 40, 1961.
Fribourg, H. A.
OrchardRrass Survival Under Farm Conditions in
Tenn. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 40,
1961.
Graves, C. R.
1961 Performance Trials of Field Crop Varieties,
Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 336, 1961.
Hancock, N. I.
The Blount Oat Variety. Tenn. Agric. Expt. Bul.
325, July 1961.
Hardin, L. .J.; '''T. W. Stanley, S. E. Bennett, and C. T.
Sarten
Heptachlor Applied in the Fall Controls Alfalfa
'tVeevil Without Residue. Tenn. Farm and Home
Sci. Prog. Rep. 39, Sept. 1961.
Hoskinson, P. E. and Thomas S. Osborne
Radiosensitivity of Seeds. II. Effects of Soaking,
Storage, and Gamma Rays. Radiation Research
14:681-688, 1961.
Long, O. H.
Phosphates in Crop Rotations in Lawrence
County. Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 328, 1961.
Long, O. H.
Nitrogen and Plant Population in Corn Produc-
tion. Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 337, 1961.
Osborne, T. S. and James A. Bacon
Two Improved and Inexpensive Systems for Mois-
ture Stabilization in Seeds or Other Tissues. Plant
Physiology 36:309-312, 1961.
Osborne, T. S. and A. O. Lunden
The Cooperative Plant and Seed Irradiation Pro-
gram of the University of Tennessee. Int. Jour.
of Applied Radiation and Isotopes 10: 198-209,
]961.
Overton, J. R.
Barley Management as it Affects Overseeded
Lespedeza. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog.
Rep. 38, 1961.
Parks, "V. L.
!here's Money in Pasture Irrigation. Ford Farm-
mg, Jan.-FebA ••far. 1961, p. 4.
Parks, W. L.
'tVill It Pay You to Irrigate? Hoard's Dairyman,
May 25, 1961, p. 536.
Parks, W. L., E. J. Chapman, and L. l\I. Safley
Evaluate Paper and Plastic Mulches in Tobacco
Production. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog.
Rep. 37, 1961.
Parks, W. L., J. R. Overton, E. J. Chapman, and
J. A. Odom
Studies of Different Corn Spacings. Tenn. Farm
and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 37, 1961.
Parks, W. L. and L. M. Safley
The Influence of Nitrogen Sources and Time of
Application on Dark Tobacco. Tenn. Expt. Sta.
Bul. 329, 1961.
Parks, W. L. and L. M. Safley
Alfalfa Fertilization on a Dickson Soil. Tenn.
Agri. Expt. Sta. Bul. 330, 1961.
Pate, .J. B., J. F. Joyner, and C. C. Seale
Vigor in an Inter-Specific Hybrid of Sansevieria.
Econ. Bot. 14:175-179, 1960.
Pate, .J. B. and E. N. Duncan
Yield and Other Characteristics of Experimental
Cotton Hybrids. Proc. 13th Annual Cotton Imp.
ConE., 1961, pp. 51-56.
Seatz, Lloyd F.
Zinc Availability and Uptake by Plants as Af-
fected by the Calcium and Magnesium Saturation
and Phosphorus Content of the Soil. Transaction
of Seventh IntI. Congress of Soil Sci. 2:271-280,
1960.
Sigler, '''T. V. and Henry Andrews
Residual Effects of Soil Sterilants. 14th So. Weed
Con£. Proc. 13:273-286, 1961.
Singh, R. N. and Lloyd F. Seatz
Alfalfa Yield and Composition After Different
Times and Rates of Lime and Phosphorus Ap-
plication. Soil Sci. Soc. Amer. Proc. 25:307-309,
1961.
Springer, D. K. and F. F. Bell
Estimated Yields, Loudon County Soil Survey
Report. June 1961, pp. 19-25.
Wells, K. L. and W. L. Parks
Vertical Distribution of Soil Phosphorus and
Potassium on Several Established Alfalfa Stands
that Received Various Rates of Annual Fertiliza-
tion. Soil Sci. Soc. Amer. Proc. 25:117-120, 1961.
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1962
Bell, F. F. (with W. M. Walker)
Are Your Fertilizer Dollars Being Bottle-necked?
Tenn. Farmer and Homemaker, April 1962.
Bell, F. F. (with Porter Russ)
Productivity of Four Selected Tennessee Soils III
Terms of Corn Yield. Agron. Jour. 54(2):164-167,
~Iarch-April ]962.
Davis, R. L. and B. C. Nichols
Effects of Time of Fumigation and Sources of
Nitrogen on Burley Tobacco Plant Production.
Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 340, 1962.
Duncan, E. N., J. B. Pate (with D. D. Porter)
The Performance of Synthetic Varieties of Cotton.
Crop Sci. 2:43-46, 1962.
Fribourg, H. A. and L. M. Safley
Renovating Fescue Pastures with Dalapon. Tenn.
Farm & Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 42, June 1962.
Fribourg, H. A.
Renovation of Fescue Pastures with DaIapon.
Down to Earth 18(3):17-19, 1962.
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Fribourg, H. A. ., .
Programs for Computation of. Agronomic Data
with IBM 1620 Computer published by IBM 1620
Users Group Library:
a. Analysis of variance, randomized complete
block design with R. F. Roberts.
b. Analysis of variance, split-plot factorial design
with M. Kennedy.
(. Corn silage conversion program with X. Lee.
d. Sorghum silage conversion program with X.
Lee.
e. Conversion of forage yield and botanical com-
position data (TONAC & BOTTO) with V. K.
McCombs.
f. Gangpunching program with V. K. McCombs.
g. Sum of cuts program with V. K. McCombs.
Graves, C. R.
1962 Performance Trials of Field Crop Varieties,
Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 353, 1962.
Hardin, L. .I., and W. W. Stanley
Residues of Four Insecticides on Okra Found to
be Within Safe Limits. Tenn. Farm & Home
Sci. Pro?;. Rep. 41, March 1962.
Hardin, L. J. and Carl Sarten
Comparison of Five Extraction Procedures for the
Recovery of DDT Residues in Field-treated Col-
lards. Jour. A.O.A.C., Nov. 1962.
Hardin, L. .I., S. E. Rennett, and W. W. Stanley
Research Shows How to Control the Alfalfa
Weevil. Tenn. Farm & Home Sci Prog. Rep. 44,
Dec. 1962.
Josephson, L. M.
Effects of Potash on Premature Stalk Dying and
Lodging of Corn. Agron . .lour. 54:179-180, 1962.
Josephson, L. M.
Combinin?; Prolificacy and Earliness. Proc. Ifith
.-\nnual Hybrid Corn Industry Research Conf.
J(i:45-52, 1961 (pu bl ished 19(2).
Josephson, L. M.
Gamete Deletion in Male Sterile Crosses. Maize
Genetics Coop. Newsletter 36:92-93, 1962.
Josephson, L. M. and H. C. K:incer
Effects of Male Sterile Cytoplasm on Yields and
Other Agronomic Characteristics of Corn Inbreds
and Hybrids. Crop Sci. 2:41-43, 1962.
Josephson, L. M. (with S. E. Bennett)
Methods of Artificial Infestation of Corn with the
Earworm, Heliothis zea. Jour. Econ. Ent. 55:797-
798, 1962.
Long, O. H.
Root Studies on Alfalfa. Tenn. Farm & Home
Sci. Prog. Rep. 43, 1962.
Long, O. H. (with L. M. Safley)
Alfalfa Production on Dickson and Mountview
Soils. Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 350, 1962.
Nichols, B. C., R. L. Davis, D. R. Bowman (with .J.
E. McMurtrey, Jr.)
Further Studies on Fertilizing Burley Tobacco in
The Tennessee Central Basin. Tenn Agric. Expt.
Sta. Bul. 341, 1962.
Nichols, B. C., R. L. Davis (with J. E. McMurtrey,
Jr.)
.-\ Comparison of Sulfate and Muriate of Potash
[or Production of Burley Tobacco Seedlings.
Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 342, 1962.
Parks, W. L. (with H. B. Smith)
How Much Water Does It Take? Tenn. Farm &
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 43, 1962.
Parks, W. L. (with H. B. Smith)
Soil, Roots, and Water, Key to Moisture Depth
and Use. Crops and Soils 15(2):24, 1960.
Pate, J. B. and E. N. Duncan
Radiation-Induced Mutations at Specific Loci in
Cotton. Proc. 14th Annual Cotton Imp. ConL,
1962, pp. 11-14.
Pate, .J. B., P. R. Ewald, and E. N. Duncan
An Elementary Analog Computer to Aid Cotton
Breeders in Makin?; Selections. Crop Sci. 2: 178-
179, 1962.
Seatz, Lloyd F.
Hidden Hun?;er.' Tenn. Farmer, March 1962.
Seatz, Lloyd F.
Biography of Walter Ho?;e ;\[aclntire. Soil Sci.,
Nov. 1962.
Skoog, H. A.
Chemical Control of Weeds in Burley Tobacco
Beds. Tenn AgTic. Expt. Sta. Bul. 346, 1962.
Springer, M. E. (with C. B. Breinig and D. K.
Springer)
Equation Tells How ;\[uch Soil You Are Losing.
Crops & Soils. Mar. 1962, p. 22,
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY-VETERINARY SCIENCE
LIVESTOCK production 100 years ago inTennessee was much less efficient than to-
day.
Emphasis now is on "producability," ';CUl-
ability," and "eatability"-on a fast-gaining,
early-maturing meat animal that yields a handy-
weight ~arcass with maximum consumer ac-
ceptability. Roughages-grass, pasture, hay and
silage-and other home-grown feeds playa ma-
jar pan in the growing and finishing of this
modern meat animal.
Scientists in the Department of Animal Hus-
bandry-Veterinary Science are looking for ways
to make more efficient use of forages through
meat animals. Improved breeding, better ra-
tions, and more efficient feeding methods offer
ways of increasing the efficiency of forage use.
Research projects dealing with forage use
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sometimes have two parts-first. feeding trials
and Ihen digestion trials, using artificial nl-
mens, to further pinpoint the value of a foragc.
For instance. liCluifls from a steer's stomach
were used in a \\'aterbath apparatus to learn
"'hy feeding alfalfa to beef steers resulted in
1Of; to I (if; faster gains with less feed than did
feeding orchardgrass hay. The laboratory and
metabolism tesls showed that the alfalfa hay
contained more digestible protein than did the
orchardgrass hay. They further revealed thai
t he good alfalfa hay supported more microbial
action in the rumen. thus enabling the animal
to use thc alfalfa morc cfficiently than thc
orcha rdgrass.
Other tests have been made to learn more
about the factors affecting the activity of these
rumen bacteria. In onc such test, it was learned
that dicalcium phosphates increased bacterial
activity-and breakdown of the feed in the ru-
men-more Ihan clid some cleAuorinated phos-
phates.
Feedlot experimems with beef cattle have
pointed out Ihe importance of silages for eco-
nomical and profitable production of beef cat-
tle in Tennessee. Further information from
research about silage and other roughages
should assist beef ca ule producers to con tin ue
thc developmcm. of Iheir enterprises.
Proj. No.
Hatch I~
Research Project Titles
Type and Breed as Factors Influencing
Beef Carcass Characteristics and Con-
,tllner Acceptance; cooperative with the
Department of Agricultural Economics
;ll1d Rural Sociology and the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture. _
The Effects of Certain Atmospheric Ef-
fluents Upon the Growth and Composi-
tion of Plants, and Upon Animal Life.
at Locales in East and Central Ten'-Ies-
see.
The Evaluation of Different Pasture
Species in Various Combinations and at
Varying Rates of Nitrogen Fertilization
as Reflected in Beef Cattle Gains and
Forage Yields.
Studies of Endocrine Relationships III
Farm Animals-Swine.
Studies of Endocrine Relationships 111
Farm Animals-Beef Cattle.
The Improvement of the Producing
Ability of Beef Cattle; cooperative with
the U. S. Department of Agriculture
(contributing to Regional Proj. 5-10).
Hatch '10
Hatch 5~
Hatch 58
1-1a tch 60
Hatch 61
hi{ Mineral Metabolism 111 Animals: 1.
Absorption, Distribution, and Physiolog-
ical Behavior of Calcium and Phosphorus
in Farm Animals; cooperative with the
UT-AEC Agric. Res. Lab.
65 The Detection of Animals Heterozygous
for Recessive Bovine Dwarfism; coopera-
tive with the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
Ii/) The Effects of Radiation on Reproduc-
tive Physiology 111 Farm Animals; co-
operative with the UT-AEC Agric. Res.
Lab.
67 Ripening of Bed from Cattle Produced
Under Different Feeding Methods as
Related to B-Vitamin Content; coopera-
tive with Home Economics.
{i8 Carcass Value Investigations with Beef.
69 Expanded Study and Evaluation of
Diagnostic Measures in Vibr'io Fetus In-
fection of Cattle and Sheep (contributing
to Regional Proj. 5-30).
70 Evaluation of the Adaptability of Ex-
isting Breeds and Commercial Types of
Sheep for the Production of Early Milk
Fat Lambs (contributing to Regional
Proj. S-29).
i I FacLOrs Affecting Feed Utilization by
Ruminants.
7'2 Evaluation ot Roughages for Bee f
Cattle.
n The Improvement of the Producing
Ability of Swine Through Performance
Testing and Breeding Methods.
Paper By-Product for Bedding:
were compared with barkwool as bedding material for
livestock in one research project. Barkwool is a by-
product of pulpwood that is used in the papermaking
industry.
Hatcll
Hatch
Hatch
1-1a tch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
Hatch
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Hatch 74 Evaluation of Control Measures Against
Anaplasmosis; cooperative with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture and Tenn.
Department of Agriculture.
Hatch 176 Performance of Growing-Finishing Swine
on Concrete and Pasture.
State 2 Swine Testing
State 3 Effects of Fluorine Levels of Soil and
Water on Grazing Cattle Under Dif-
ferent Systems of Management.
State 20 Evaluation of Methods of Producing
Beef.
organisms. Tenn. Farm & Home Sci. Prog. Rep.
43, Sept., J 962.
Hall, O. Glen
Die.thyls~ilbestrol Implants for Slaughter Beef
HeIfers III Tennessee. Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul.
354, 1962.
Hall, O. Glen, and C. S. Hobbs
Effects of Thyroxine on Performance of Beef
Steers and Heifers in the Feed Lot. Tenn. Farm &
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 44, Dec., 1962.
High, T. \V., C. S. Hobbs, and L.iVI. Safley
The Use of Annual Pastures With Perennial Pas-
tures for Yearling Slaughter Steer Production.
Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 343, 1962.
Hobbs, C. S., <md James Anderson
Four lVlethods of Developing Bulls to About 20
Months of Age. Tenn. Farm & Home Sci. Prog.
Rep. 42,June, 1962.
Hobbs, C. S., and E. W. Sanders
Types of Bedding For Beef Cattle. Tenn. Farm &
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 42, June, 1962.
Hobbs, C. S., and G. M. Merriman
Fluorosis in Beef Cattle. Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta.
Bul. 351,1962.
Hupp, E. W., J. W. Austin, N. R. Parish, and R. L.
Murphree
Sperm Production of Hereford Bulls at Different
Intensities of Collection. Jour. of An. Sci. 21 :272-
276, 1962.
Lidvall, E. R.
What Kind of Steer \Vill Win? Tennessee Farmer,
Aug., 1962.
Merriman, G. M., Caroline Buckner, and C. S. Hobbs
Field Trial with the Complement-Fixation Test
for Anaplasmosis in a Herd Free of Clinical Evi-
dence of Infection. .lour. of Vet. Med. Assn.
141(11):1335-38, 1962.
Merriman, G. 1\L, 1. A. Dyer, C. S. Hobbs, and M. C.
Bell
Effects of Fescue Seed and Ryegrass Seed in Ra-
tions for Yearling Beef Cattle. Jour. of An. Sci.
21 (2)232-234, 1962.
Merriman, G. M., and C. S.. Hobbs
Bovine Fluorosis from Soil and \!\Tater Sources.
Tenn. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bu!. 347, 1962.
Pace, H. B., E. \V. Hupp, and R. L. Murphree
Changes in Semen and Blood of Boars Following
Total Body Gamma Irradiation. Jour. of An. Sci.
21(3)615-620, 1962.
Parish, N. R., R. L. Murphree, and E. W. Hupp
Growth and Sexual Development of Prenatally
Irradiated Cattle. Jour. of An. Sci. 21(3):473-478,
1962.
Ramsey, C. B., J. W. Cole, and C. S. Hobbs
Relations of Beef Carcass Grades, Proposed Yield
Grades and Fat Thickness to Separable Lean, Fat
and Bone. Jour. of An. Sci. 21(2):193-195, 1962.
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-1961
Austin, .J. W., E. W. Hupp, and R. L. Murphree
Effect of Scrotal Insulation on Semen of Hereford
Bulls. Jour. An. Sci. 20:307-310, 1961.
Austin, J. \'V., E. W. Hupp, and R. L. Murphree
Comparison of Quality of Bull Semen Collected
in the Artificial Vagina and by Electroejacu1ation.
.lour. Dairy Sci. 44:2292-2297, 1961.
Hall, O. G., H. D. Baxter, and C. S. Hobbs
Effect of Phosphorus in Different Chemical Forms
on In Vitro Cellulose Digestion by Rumen Micro-
organisms. Jour. An. Sci. 20:817, 1961.
Hall, O. Glen, C. S. Hobbs, and T. W. High
Finishing Rations for Beef Steers. Tenn. Farm
and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 39, Sept., 1961.
Hupp, E. \V., .J. F. Andrews, and R. L. Murphree
Effect of Exogenous Testosterone on Fructose and
Citric Acid of Swine Semen. Jour. An. Sci. 20:774-
777, 1961.
Merriman, G. M., and C. S. Hobbs
Anaplasmosis in Tennessee Cattle. Tenn. Farm
and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 39, Sept., 1961.
Pace, H. B., R. L. Murphree, and E. ,V. Hupp
Effects 01 Prenatal Gamma Radiation on Testicu-
lar 1\Torphology and Function in Swine. Amer.
Jour. Vet. Res. 22:406-411,1961.
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-1962
Chamberlain, C. C., E. R. Lidvall, and S. A. Griffin
You Better Check (\/) Your Swine Rations. Tenn.
Farm & Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 44, Dec., 1962.
Chamberlain, C. c., and 'Vise Burroughs
Effect of Fluoride, Magnesium, and Manganese
Ions on In Vitro Cellulose Digestion by Rumen
Microorganisms. Jour. An. Sci. 21(3):428-432,1962.
Cole, .J. \'V., C. B. Ramsey, and A. R. Cavendar
Effect of \Veight, Grade, and Sex of Beef Carcasses
on Yield of Packaged Beef for the Freezer. Tenn.
Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 345, 1962.
Cole, .J. W., C. B. Ramsey, and R. H. Epley
Simplified Methods [or Predicting Pounds of Lean
in Beef Carcasses. Jour. An. Sci. 21(2):355-361,
1962.
Hall, O. Glen, Joe G. Bradshaw, and C. S. Hobbs
Evaluating Hay Quality with Rumen Micro-
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DAIRY
PRODUCTION of milk has always been im-portant to the Tennessee fanner and his
family. One hundred years ago, he may have
kept a few cows to provide his family with milk
and dairy products. But today, dairying is a
multi-million dollar enterprise, both in invest-
ment and in production.
Research at the University of Tennessee is
aimed at helping the dairyman make wiser and
more profitable management decisions than he
could have made 100 years ago before land-
grant college research was established. An ex-
ample of this research in the Department of
Dairy follows.
The main objective in growing dairy heifers
is to develop high-producing cows. For many
decades, it has been suspected that a heifer's
growth period could affect her milk production
potential, but it was hard to prove because
nearly every cow has a different inherent ability
to produce milk.
By using identical twins, the inherited lac-
tation potential could be kept equal. Then the
production of heifers grown at different rates
would show the effect of growth rate.
Such growth studies have been completed by
the dairy department, using identical twin
dairy heifers.
In the first study, one heifer of each pair of
twins was allowed to eat all of the grain she
wanted before first calving. These heifers grew
fast and fat. However, during their first lacta-
tion period, they produced only 85% as much
as their leaner mates that had been raised on
good roughage feeds. Both were fed adequately
and alike in the lactation period.
The study showed that heifers could be fed
too well for development of lactation potential.
Also, at the end of the second lactation most of
the early fattened heifers had poorly-developed
udders.
In a second study, one of each pair of twin
heifers was again fed normally on good hay
alone after 10 to 12 months of age and her mate
was restricted in hay intake to about two-thirds
Use Identical Twins in Dairy Experiments: This pair
of identical twin Jerseys at first calving is typical of seven
pairs used to compare fast fattening growth with leaner
"normal growth." They differed 237 pounds in weight,
but the leaner heifers outmilked the fat ones.
that of normal. The underfed animals weighed
only 78% as much as their mates at calving
time. Two of the eight underfed heifers were
lost from the experiment due to calving diffi-
culties.
The research showed that underfeeding dur-
ing growth depressed lactation. The average
yield of six such twins has been 87% that of
the normals. The value of the milk difference
would more than pay for the extra roughage
needed for normal growth.
These experiments indicate that there is an
optimum, moderate rate of growth for the de-
velopment of good milking ability.
Hatch
Research Project Titles
Feeding Thyroidally Active 1\faterials to
Dairy Cows.
89 The Effects of Processing and Handling
Upon the Livability and Fertility of Bull
Spermatozoa.
Development of Strains of Pure~red .J~r-
seys Especially Adapted ~or High ~dk
Production Under MaXimum Grazmg
and Forage Conditions; cooperative with
U.S. Department of Agriculture (con-
tributing to Regional Project 5-49).
Proj. No.
Hatch 88
Hatch 92
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Hatch 93
Hatch 150
Hatch 151
Hatch 161
Hatch 165
Hatch 198
Hatch 199
Hatch 200
Sta te 22
State 24
Effect of Variations in Growth Rates and
Feeding Practices During Growth of
Dairy Heifers on Their Lactation Per-
formance.
Raising Dairy Calves.
Importance of the Dry Period and Man-
agement of Dairy Cows During the Dry
Period.
Evaluation of Forages for Dairy Cattle.
Quality and Shelf Life of Dairy Prod-
ucts in the Marketing Channels.
Lactic Culture Evaluation.
Absorption of Minerals in Relation to
Gastrointestinal Tissue and I n g est a
Characteristics in the Dairy Cow; co-
operative with the UT-AEC Agric. Res.
Lab.
Effect of Processing Methods on Dairy
Product Quality.
Effect of Structural Characteristics of
Vertical Silos and Silo Equipment on
lVTaintenance Costs, Silage Quality and
Milk Production; cooperative with the
Agricultural Engineering Department.
Feeding Levels During Lactation.
Projects Concluded in 1961
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
Hatch 95 The Roles and Interrelationships of So-
dium, Potassium, Calcium, and Phos-
phorus in Milk Secretion in the Dairy
Cow; cooperative wit h the UT-AEC
Agric. Res. Lab.
Hatch 180 Fission Product Distribution in Milk and
Dairy Products; cooperative with the
UT-AEC Agric. Res. Lab.
Projects Concluded in 1962
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
State 6 Mechanical Handling of Silage; coopera-
tive with the Agricultural Engineering
and Animal Husbandry-Veterinary Sci-
ence Departments.
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-196 1
Demott, B. .J., and H. C. Holt
Determination of Density of Milk by Gamma Ray
Attenuation. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog.
Rep. 38, June, 1961.
Miles, .J. T.
This Changing Industry in These Changing
Times. Dairy Products Jour. 80:74-77, Aug., 1961.
Miles, .J. T.
Turn Forages Into More Milk Dollars. Progres-
sive Farmer 76: 19, Dec., 196 I.
Overcast, W. ,"'., J. V. Britton, and J. D. Skean
Quality Cottage Cheese Nee d e d in Building
Greater Southern Markets. So. Dairy Products
Jour. 70:94-96, Nov., 1961.
Skean, .J. D., and W. W. Overcast
Apparent Location of Lipase 10 Casein. Jour.
Dairy Sci. 44:823-832, 1961.
Skean, .J. D., and W. Vi. Overcast
Rancidity Dilution in Raw Milk. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 40, Dec., 1961.
Sullivan, J. J., and E. W. Swanson
Changes in Plasma Protein-Bound Iodine and
Thyroxine-Like Activity of Feces of Dairy Cows
Being Fed L-Thyroxine. Endocrinology 69:712-
719, 1961.
Swanson, E. ,"'.
Effect of Growth Rate on Lactation. Feed Age
11(3):30-35, March, 1961.
Swanson, E. "V.
Milk Production and Growth of Identical Twin
Heifers Calving for the First Time at Two or at
Three Years of Age. Jour. of Dairy Sci. 44:20-27-
34, Nov. 1961.
Swanson, E. W., L. M. Carpenter, and R. O. Thomas
The Importance of Trace Minerals in Calf Starter
and Milk Replacer. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci.
Prog. Rep. 38, June, 1961.
Swanson, E. W., R. O. Thomas, and .J. R. Owen
The Effects of Prepartum Feeding of Dihydro-
tachysterol Upon Milk Fever. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 39, Sept., 1961.
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-1962
Chandler, P. T., and R. G. Cragle
Investigations of Calcium, Phosphorus, and Vita-
min D:\ Relationships in Rats by Multiple Re-
gression Techniques. Jour. Nutrition 78:28-36,
1962.
Chandler, P. T., and R. G. Cragle
Gastrointestinal Sites of Absorption and Endo-
genous Secretion of Calcium and Phosphorus in
Dairy Calves. Proc. Soc. Exptl. BioI. and Med.
III :431, 1962.
Demott, B . .J., H. C. Holt, and R. G. Cragle
Some Changes in Cation Composition of Milk
Caused by Ion Exchange Treatment. Jour. of
Dairy Sci., 45: 1159-1164, 1962.
Demott, B. .J., and H. C. Holt
Uptake of Strontium and Calcium by Streptococ-
cus Lactis. Nature 193:1309-1310, 1962.
Miles, T. T.
Feeding Systems for Dairy Herds. Pro~ressive
Farmer 77:25, Feb., 1962.
Skean, J. D., and ''''. ,"'. Overcast
Another M e diu m for Enumerating Citrate-
Fermenting Bacteria in Lactic Cultures. Jour.
Dairy Sci. 45:1530-1531, 1962.
Skean, T. D., and W. W. Overcast
Quality of Creams on the Retail Market. Tenn.
Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 42, June, 1962.
Swanson, E. W.
If You ''''ant More Milk Feed the Dry Cow.
Hoard's Dairyman 107:137, 1962.
Swanson, E. W.
How Much Milk For Calves? Hoard's Dairyman
107:1022, 1962.
Swanson, E. W., and L. .J. Boyd
Factors Affecting Coiled-Tail Spermatozoa in the
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Bull. Amer. Jour. Vet. Res. 23:300-309, March,
1962.
Swanson, E. \'V., L. M. Carpenter, and R. O. Thomas
Importance of Vitamin A and D Supplement for
Young Calves Fed Skimmilk. Jour. An. Sci. 21:
537-542, Aug., 1962.
Swanson, E. ,,,r., and S. A. Hinton
Effects of Adding Concentrates to Ad Libitum
Roughage Feeding in the Dry Period. Jour. Dairy
Sci. 45:48-54, Jan., 1962.
Swanson, E. \V., and J. E. Thigpen
How Much Milk for Calf Raising? Tenn. Farm
and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 4 I, March, 1962.
Swanson, E. \"'., and J. E. Thigpen
How Much Milk for Calf Raising? The Feed Bag
38:7, 1962.
Swanson, E. W., J. E. Thigpen, and L. C. Stanfill
The Effect of Cooling and Storage Temperatures
L1pon the Fertility of Bull Sperm. A. 1. Digest
10(5):10-1 I, May, 1962.
ENTOMOLOGY
INSECTS have pestered man since the begin-ning of time. However, the past 100 years
has seen many advances in the constant battle
to avoid personal nuisances and economic losses
from insect pests.
About 100 years ago, or about the time Presi-
dent Lincoln signed the land-grant college act,
the first great breakthrough in the insect battle
took place. The Colorado potato beetle had
spread eastward from the Rocky Mountains
and was ravishing potatoes, a staple food crop.
Probably a painter may have observed that
where green house paint had been splattered
on potato vines,. the potato bugs were killed.
Paris green, an arsenical compound used to
color paint, began to be used to control insects
attacking food plants. And so chemical insect
con trol got its start.
The biggest breakthrough in insect control
came in 1942 when a commercial firm an-
nounced the re-discovery of DDT. (World War
II was the first major war in which more men
died of firearms than of insect-borne diseases!)
The introduction of phosphate and carbamate
insectides has also helped keep man's chief
earthly competitor under control. 1uch of to-
day's work is studying how we can best use
these wonder chemicals.
The alfalfa weevil, a relative newcomer in
the state, did an estimated $1 million damage
in Tennessee in 1962. Fall treatment with
heptachlor impregnated on fertilizer has been
found by the Department of Entomology to
give effective control. This research is impor-
tant to livestock producers as far west as Middle
Tennessee, where the insect has been found
recently.
Entomology research with control of cotton
insects the past few years shows that insecti-
cides need to be applied only eight times per
season-if properly timed-and the cotton will
make just about as a big a crop as with more
frequent applications. Such knowledge can
save cotton producers many dollars.
Study Control of Nursery Insects: Here is a peach tree
borer in a section of a 2-year old peach tree. This insect
is a serious pest in nurseries, and often damages over
50% of the trees.
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
Hatch 34 Corn Improvement; cooperative with the
Department of Agronomy and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Hatch 49 Determination of Residues from Certain
Pesticides When Applied for Normal and
Experimental Control of Insects and Dis-
eases of Fruits and Forage Crops in Ten·
nessee; cooperative with the Agronomy
Department (contributing to Regional
Proj. S-22).
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Hatch 96 Biology and Control of Insects ~nd .Mites
Attacking Forage Crops (contnbutmg to
Regional Proj. S-25).
Hatch 98 Life History, Ecology, and Control of
Major Cotton Insects.
Hatch 136 Breeding for Improve~ent in Whe~t Va-
rieties to Include ResIstance to DIsease,
Hessian Fly, and Changes in Morpho-
logical Characters; cooperative with the
Botany and Plant Pathology Depart-
ments and the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture.
Hatch 203 Control of Insects Attacking Nursery
Plants.
State 15 Impact of Mechanization on Costs and
Returns in Cotton Production; coopera··
tive with the Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology, Agricultural Engi-
neering, and Agronomy Departments.
State 21 Evaluation of New Insecticides.
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-\96\
Bennett, S. E.
The Strawberry Leaf Roller Complex in Tennes-
see. Jour. of the Tenn. Academy of Sci. 36(4):,
1961.
Experiment Station and Extension Service Entomol-
ogy Personnel-joint preparation. The Alfalfa
W'eevil-How to Control It. Extension Publication
433, July, 1961.
Goddard, R. ]., and W. W. Stanley
Cost of Operating a Cotton Sprayer. Tenn. Farm
& Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 37, March, 1961.
Stanley, W. W., L. ]. Hardin, S. E. Bennett, and C.
T. Sarten
Heptachlor Applied in the Fall Controls Alfalfa
Weevil Without Residue. Tenn. Farm & Home
Sci. Prog. Rep. 39, Sept., 1961.
Thomas, C. A., Jr., R. J. Goddard, and W. W. Stanley
Controlling Cotton Insects. Tenn. Farm & Home
Sci. Rep. 38, June, 1961.
Projects Concluded in 1961
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
Hatch 97 r\ Study of the Life History, Ecology,
and Control of Army Worms, Pseudaletia
Unipuncta, and Related Species (con-
tributing to Regional Proj. S-25).
Hatch 101 A Study of the Life History and Control
of the Strawberry Leaf Roller, Ancylis
C0171ptono, and Some Related Aspects of
Strawberry Insect Control.
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-1962
Hardin, L. ]., and W. W. Stanley
Residues of Four Insecticides on Okra Found to
be in Safe Limits. Tenn. Farm & Home Sci., Prog.
Rep. 41, March, 1962.
Bennett, S. E., and L. M. Josephson
Methods of Artificial Infestation of Corn ''''ith the
Earworm, Heliothis zea. J.our. of Econ. Entom.
55(5):797-798, Oct., 1962.
Bennett, S. E., L. J. Hardin, and W. W. Stanley
Research Shows How to Control the Alfalfa Wee-
vil: Progress Report. Tenn. Farm & Home Sci.
Prog. Rep. 44, Dec., 1962.
Stanley, W. W., S. E. Bennett, and R. J. Goddard
Report on the Effect of Date of Corn Planting to
Avoid Injury From the Southwestern Corn Borer.
Tenn. Farm & Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 44, Dec.,
1962.
Projects Concluded in 1962
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
Hatch 99 Studies on Soil Insecticides with Special
Reference to the Control of the Elongate
Flea Beetle, Systena Elongata.
Hatch 100 Evaluation of New Insecticides.
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
A few of the more than 5,000-odd food itemssold in a modern supermarket are fresh,
but most of them are processed: canned, waxed,
dried, frozen, bottled, pickled, packaged,
wrapped, baked or changed in one way or an-
other. Contrast this with the "cracker barrel"
bulk handling in general stores of 50 to 100
years ago.
Freezing preservation of foods, a develop-
ment of the past 30 years, showed phenomenal
growth during and after World War II. Freez-
ing, along with canning, was responsible for
this remarkable change from fresh bulk han-
dling of foods to the processed packaged prod-
uct.
The following example illustrates how the
Department of Food Technology has contribu-
ted to knowledge about frozen foods.
Bacteria known as enterococci occur com-
monly in the intestinal tract of man and ani-
mals. And bacteriologists commonly believe
that they are found only there. Recently, sev-
25
eral investigators reported that they commonly
occur in frozen foods, suggesting human pollu-
tion.
However, studies conducted at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee show that these organisms oc-
cur naturally on many plants, and that they can
enter the food with the raw product. Thus,
the human health significance of the entero-
cocci, or group n streptococci, becomes Clues-
lionable.
About 24c; of the 2,850 separate samples of
plants and soil examined were found to contain
enterococci. These bacteria were found much
less frequently on buds than on Rowers. The
enterococci were found on Rowers in agricul-
tural areas more often than on Rowers in non-
agricultural areas. Their occurrence in or on
soils was correlatecl (71 (i;) with their occur-
rence on plants growing on or next to the soil
sampled. They were recovered fro111about 65%
of the wild animals studied.
These distribution studies of the group n
enterococci in nature are contributing to an
understanding of their public health sig-nifi-
cance when found in frozen foods.
Proj. No.
Hatch 173
Research Project Titles
Group 'D Streptococci Isolated from
Plants.
Flavonoid Pigments and Their Degrada-
tion in Processed Fruit and Vegetable
Products.
Improving Firmness of Frozen Vege-
tables.
Electric Treatment of Plant Materials;
cooperative with the Agricultural Engi-
neering, Agronomy, and Home Econom-
ics Research-Nutrition, and Textiles and
Clothing Departments, and the U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture.
Preservation of Fruits and Vegetables by
Freezing.
Conduct Water' Blanching Studies: Research work is
conducted in the Food Technology Department's labora-
tory or pilot plant in order to learn the correct time and
temperature for water _blanching the following crops:
Snap and lima beans, field peas, okra, and green pep-
pers. The blanched vegetables are frozen and stored,
then evaluated for quality.Hatch 177
Hatch 193 Projects Concluded in 1962
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
Hatch 173 Group D Streptococci Isolated from
Plants.
State 7
State 83
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1961
McCarty, J. E., and W. E. Goble
Quality Grading of Strawberries. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 37, March, 1961.
Mundt, J. O.
Occurrence of Enterococci: Bud, Blossom and Soi I
Studies. Applied Microbiology 9:541-4, 1961.
Projects Concluded in 1961
Hatch 83 Preserving of Fruits and Vegetables by
Freezing.
Hatch 86 Quality of Frozen Green Snap Beans as
Affected by Methods of Transportation,
Processing, Duration and Temperature
of Storage; cooperative with the Depart-
ment of Bacteriology.
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1962
Mundt, J. 0., J. N. Coggin, and L. F. Johnson
Growth of Streptococcus faecalis var. liquefaciens
on Plants. Applied Microbiology 10:552-555, 1962.
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FORESTRY
THE 19th century Tennessee farmer usuallylooked upon the forest land as an obstacle
to his progress. The trees had to be cut down
to make way for farmsteads, for roads, for set-
tlements.
Today, about one-half of Tennessee is still
in woodland. But instead of an obstacle to
progress, th is woodland offers a great potential
for future development. Forest products are of
great importance to the state.
The Department of Forestry is concerned
with studies that will help increase efficiency
in the use of the woodland area. The effort to
bring back the chestnut tree to the state's for-
ests is an example of the work underway.
History books are rich in accounts of the
Aourishing stands of American chestnuts that
once covered large areas of Tennessee. Ameri-
can chestnut was an important source of timber
for construction purposes, a source of tannins
and dyes, and supplied food for humans as well
as wildlife.
After chestnut blight was introduced from
abroad in 1904, native chestnut proved to be a
very susceptible host and virtually all of the
native chestnuts were killed by the blight. The
loss has been great because no other tree has
been found to replace the American chestnut.
Asiatic chestnut trees have been planted, but
produce no valuable timber and the nuts lack
the delicate sweetness wh ich old timers still re-
member.
It has been demonstrated in other species
that variation exists among individual trees
with regard to various characteristics, such as
frost hardiness, time of Aowering and disease
resistance. One phase of the chestnut breeding
program is to search out surviving individual
chestnut trees in Tennessee and western North
Carolina with the idea in mind that some
blight-resistant trees may be found.
To date, 13 trees have been selected which
appear to possess some degree of resistance.
One of the larger trees selected is shown here.
Scions from the selected trees will be grafted
on Asiatic chestnut seedlings and exposed to
further tests in order to better evaluate their
resistance to the blight. ''''hen the grafted trees
are Aowering, crosses will be made and selec-
tion begun for resistant trees among the pro-
geny.
Another phase of the chestnut breeding pro-
gram is the irradiation of American chestnut
seed in the hope of obtaining mutations which
will give blight-resistance in the resulting trees.
Some 300 native chestnut trees. grown from
seed irradiated in 1958, are outplanted at Oak
Ridge. These trees are undergoing selection
by being exposed to natural contact with the
chestnut blight. Several thousand more seed-
lings are now ready to be outplanted and sub-
jected to natural selection.
Research to Re-establish the American Chestnut: This
surviving American chestnut was located by the Forestry
Department. It is 63 inches in diameter. The dashed
line indicates the extent of the live crown.
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Proj. No.
Hatch 102
Hatch 10~
Research Project Titles
Forest Management.
A Study of Tree Species Adapted to the
Different Forest Regions of Tennessee.
Forest Tree Breeding.
Relationship of Soil and Other Site Fac-
tors to Forest Composition and Produc-
tivity.
Forest Tree Genetics (contributing to
Regional Proj. S-23).
Forest Tree Fertilization.
Wood Preservation.
Fertilization of Shade Trees on Lawm;
cooperative with the Horticulture De-
partment.
Hatch 106
Hatch 107
Thorbjornsen, Eyvind
Variation in Density and Fiber Length in ''''ood
of Yellow Poplar. Tappi 44:192-195, 1961.
Thor, Eyvind
Variation Patterns in Natural Stands of Loblolly
Pine. Proe. 6th So. Cont". Forest Tree Improve-
ment, pp. 2.5-44, 196 I.
Hatch 185 Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1962
I:-lebb, Edwin A.
Relation of Tree Growth to Site Factors. Tenn.
Agrie. Expt. Sta. Bu!. 349, 1962.
MacDonald, R. D., E. Thor, and J. O. Andes
American Chestnut Breeding Program at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee. Proe. 53rd Annual Meeting
of Northern Nut Growers Assn., Aug., 1962.
Thor, Eyvind
Developing- Trees with Better Pole Properties.
Tennessee Valley Wood Pole Conf., pp. 3-11, Feb.,
1962.
Thor, Eyvind, R. T. Britt, John B. Sharp, Jr., and
.J. A. Catlett
Christmas Tree Production and Marketing in East
Tennessee. Extension Cire. 598, March, 1962.
Thor, Eyvind, and S. J. Brown
Variation Among Six Loblolly Pine Provenances
Tested in Tennessee . .Jour. of Forestry 60:476-480,
.July. 1962.
Hatch 207
State 8
State 12
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-I 96 I
Britt, R. T., .J. A. Catlett, and Eyvind Thor
~rarketing Christmas trees in the Knoxville area.
Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 39, p. 10,
Sept., 1961.
Kri ng, .J. S.
Summary of 1961 Post Inspection. 15th Annual
Coordinated ''''ood Preservation Council, 1961.
K ri ng, .J. S.
Stair Rail- lewel Post Test-Progress Report 1961.
15th Annual Coordinated Wood Preservation
Council, 1961.
HOME ECONOMICS RESEARCH
PROCESSING from seed cotton to fabric 100years ago was essentially the same as it is
today. However, there were few-if any-me-
chanical devices for measuring fiber properties.
It is doubtful that much attention was given to
the blending of cottons, at least not scientifi-
cally.
Home economics scientists at the University
of Tennessee are concerned about problems in
the manufacturing and use of fabrics, just as
they are concerned with questions dealing with
child development, foods, home management,
home equipment, family economics and nutri-
tion. The work on cotton fabric processing is
present~d as one example of research in home
economiCS.
Scientists have studied fiber properties and
their effect on processing, yarn properties and
fabric properties. But until recently it was dif-
ficult to do this kind of research with selected
cotton types because of the expense involved in
processing experimental fabrics in a commer-
cial mill.
However, at t.he University of Tennessee, a
miniature spinning, weaving, and finishing pro-
cedure for cotton has made it economically
feasible to carry out. these kinds of investiga-
tions with specially selected experimental cot-
ton types. This could be helpful in evaluating
new st.rains and varieties of cotton by providing
informat.ion about. t.he contribut.ion of certain
fiber properties to finished fabric performance.
Six cottons were processed by the U.S. De-
part.ment of Agriculture Spinning Laboratory
at Knoxville in cooperat.ion with home eco-
nomics researchers. Each cotton was spun and
woven into plain weave fabric of muslin weight
and bleached by a hydrogen peroxide process.
ReAect.ance tests were made to determine t.he
increase in whiteness after bleaching. Results
showed that the laboratory bleaching method
produced a whit.eness equal to that of commer-
cial bleaching.
Breaking strengt.h, elongation, tear strength
and wrinkle recovery t.ests were made on the
woven fabrics.
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In these tests the six fabrics did not vary a
great deal, indicating that physical differences
which exist between cottons in the fiber state
tend to diminish during the processing into
fabric.
lated to B-vitamin Content; cooperative
with the Animal Husbandry-Veterinary
Science Department.
Hatch 201 Effect of Preparation Procedures on
Fatty Acids in Foods.
Child Development and Family Relations
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
Hatch 158 Educational and Vocational Goals of
Rural Youth in Tennessee (contributing
to Regional Proj. S-48).
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1962
i\Iajhor, June Reese, Bernadine Meyer, and
Kathleen McCook
Roasting Turkey ... Open Pan? or 'tVrapped in
Foil? Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 43,
Sept., 1962.
Meyer, Bernadine, Joan Forrester, and M. C. Bell
Effect of Three Cooking Methods on Cesium-134
Content of Beef from Orally-Dosed Steers. Food
Tech. 16: 110, 1962.
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1961
Holloway, Harold D.
Normative Data on the Children's Manifest An-
xiety Scale at the Rural Third Grade Level.
Child Dev. 32: 129, 1961. Home Management, Equipment, and
Family Economics
Research Project TitlesProj. No.
Hatch 170 Decision-Making Factors in Consumer
Buying of Dairy Products (contributing
to Regional Proj. SM-13).
Projects Concluded in 1961
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
Hatch 116 A Study of Procedures to Use with Wash-
ing Machines to Obtain Results Satis-
factory to Families from the Standpoint
of Cost i1ncl Soil Removal.
Proj. No.
Hatch 108
Nutrition
Research Project Titles
Measurement and Interpretation of Bone
Density.
Metabolism of Calcium, Phosphorus, and
Magnesium in Preadolescent Children
Fed Diets of Plant Origin (contributing
to Regional Proj. S-28).
i\Iucopolysaccharides and Cellular Lipo-
proteins in Vitamin E Deficiency.
Hatch 110
Weaving Experimental Fabrics: Amounts ranging from
as little as I to 3 pounds of fiber from experimental
strains and new varieties of cotton are now processed at
the University of Tennessee. This is done in order to
study properties of the fiber as related to its processing
qualities and yarn and fabric characteristics. This research
is made possible through specially-designed miniature
spinning, weaving, and finishing machinery. The textiles
research worker is weaving experimental cotton fabric on
the loom.
Sta te 18
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1962
l\fason, Rossie L., and Dorothy E. 'tVilliams
The Density of Some Bones of Cattle Fed Differ-
ent Levels of Fluorine. Tenn. Farm and Home
Sci. Prog. Rep. 44, Dec., 1962.
Smith, .J. T., and Betty J. Pendergrass
A Relationship Between Vitamin E and the Sul-
fation of i\Iucopolysaccharides and Cellular Lipo-
proteins. Fed. Proc. 21: 170, 1962.
''''illiams, Dorothy E., and Rossie L. Mason
Bone Density i\Ieasurements in vivo. Science 138:
39-40, 1962.
Proj. No.
Hatch 67
Foods
Research Project Titles
Ripening of Beef from Cattle Produced
Under Different Feeding Methods as Re-
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Proj. No.
Hatch 113
Textiles and Clothing
Research Project Titles
The Effect of Selected Properties of Raw
Cotton Upon Pro due t Quality and
Serviceability; cooperative with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture (contributing
to Regional Proj. SM-18).
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-I 96 I
Purchase, Mary E., and Annie Sue Elmore
Laundry Bleaches. Tenn. Farm & Home Sci. Prog.
Rep. 37, March, 1961.
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1962
''''erman, C. A.. S. H. Childers, and J. L. Armstrong
A Method for Uniform Clamping of Fabric Sam-
ples. Textile Bu!., Oct., 1962.
HORTICULTURE
FAMILIES have always tried to beautify thesurroundings of their homes, even when
the land was a wilderness. They combined
beautification with the practical needs of pri-
vacy and protection through the use of trees
and shrubs for hedges, screens, and windbreaks.
The need to use ornamental plants for pri-
vacy and protection is greater today with the
exploding metropolitan housing developments.
But lack of information on the selection and
care of ornamentals has led to many failures
and has discouraged home owners in the use of
plants for functional purposes.
The Department of Horticulture is con-
cerned with research on ornamental plants as
well as fruits ;tnd vegetables. One project re-
lates to the selection and care of plants for
hedg-es, screens, and windbreaks. Preliminary
results indicate that practices now commonly
used for maintenance could be improved.
A new approach to pruning and maintaining
the form of the plants ,vas tried in this study.
The plants were maintained in a shape some-
what like that of a pyramid but with a flat top
line about one-half as wide as the base. During
the growing season, the pruning height of the
hedges was increased a few inches at each dip-
ping to encourage development of new breaks
and fresh foliage or flowering wood.
As a result of the study, a satisfactory prun-
ing scheme has been developed for 22 species
of shrubs. Although on the surface this system
looks simple. actually it requires considerable
care and timeliness.
When properly maintained. Abelia grandi-
flora proved to be one of the better hedl?;e
plants even though it is often considered to be
inferior. Rose multiflora and Forsythia inter-
media made beautiful hedges and bloomed pro-
fusely. Spiraea thunbergi made a fine textured
Research with Ornamental Plants: The Horticulture De.
partment tests many plant materials for value as hedge
plants. This is Rosa multiflora maintained as a space di.
vider. At this point it is 8 inches high and 8 inches wide.
It is maintained as a hedge I foot in height except in its
flowering season.
hedge which grows 2 to 4 feet high and main-
tains a fresh green appearance all summer.
Ligustrum japonicum outperformed any of the
more common hedge privets. Some of the bush
honeysuckles and privets thought of as good
hedge plants were inferior in function and
beauty or were difficult to maintain.
Proj. No.
Hatch 23
Research Project Titles
Buyin?; Policies and Other Practices in
the Tennessee Vegetable Industry; co·
operative with the Agricultural Econom·
ics and Rural Sociology Department
(contributing to Regional Proj. SM-8). J
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Hatch 117
Hatch 32
Hatch II H
Hatch 119
Hatch 123
Hatch 125
Hatch 126
Hatch 127
Hatch 128
Hatch 154
Hatch 157
Hatch 167
Hiltch 174
Hatch 187
State 12
Stilte Ifi
Sta te 17
State 57
Chemical Weed Control; cooperative
with the Agricultural Engineering and
Agronomy Departments.
Screening Pear Seedlings for Fireblight
Resistance.
A Comparative Study of Inheritance in
the Cultivated Raspberry With Refer-
ence to Certain Diseases and to Fruiting
Habits.
Breeding and Selection of Blackberries,
Including Dewberries.
Mineral Nutrition of Vegetable Crops.
Mineral Nutrition of Fruit Crops.
Vegetable Variety Investigations.
Fruit Variety I nvestiga tions.
Propagation of Fruit and Ornamental
Plants.
Kind and Variety Investigations of Or-
namentals.
Management and Evaluation of Plants
for Hedges, Screens, and Windbreaks.
Breeding Tomatoes for Tennessee Mar-
kets With Emphasis on Earliness and
Disease Resistance; cooperative with the
Plant Pathology Department.
Breeding Strawberries for Tennessee
l\Iarkets with Emphasis on Climatic
,\daptability and Disease Resistance; co-
operative with the Plant Pathology De-
partment.
Storage and Handling of Evergreen lur-
sery Stock.
Fertilization of Shade Trees on Lawns;
cooperative with the Forestry Depart-
ment.
Development of Lima Beans Having Spe-
ci fic Seed Coa t Colors.
Effect of Pruning Cut on Development
of Shoots and Spurs of Apples.
Evaluation of New Plants; cooperative
with the Agronomy Department.
Projects Concluded in 1961
Hatch I;{ A Study of the Marketing Methods of
the Horticultural Specialty Industry in
Tennessee; cooperative with the Ag-ricul-
tural Economics and Rural Sociology
Department (contributing to Regional
Pruj. SM-12).
Hatch 24 Expansion of Demand for Horticultural
Specialties; cooperative with the Agricul-
tural Economics and Rural Sociology
Depanment.
Hatch 121 Inheritance in Garden Beans With Ref-
erence to Resistance to Mexican Bean
Beetle and Other Insects, Nematodes,
Diseases, Southern Adaptation, and Com-
mercial Quality.
Projects Concluded in 1962
Hatch 118 A Comparative
the Cu Itivated
ence to Certain
Habits.
Study of Inheritance in
Raspberry "Vith Refer-
Diseases and to Fruiting
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1961
Gilmore, T. R.
Direct-Seeding for Tomatoes. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 38, June 1961.
Gilmore, T. R., T. P. Dykstra, and Julian C. Miller
Catoosa-A New Medium-Early Red Potato Im-
mune From Common Races Of The Late Blight
Fungus And Resistant To Scab. Amer. Potato
.Jour. 38(9):, Sept. 1961.
Parham, P. H.
Granular Herbicides For Controlling Weeds In
Strawberries. Proc. of the Tenn. State Hort. Soc.,
1961.
Pickett, B. S.
Can Leaf or Petiole Analysis Help Tennessee
Orchardists? Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog.
Rep. 39, Sept. 1961.
Roever, ''''. E.
A Review Of The Work Of The Tennessee Agri-
cultural Experiment Sta~ion In Horticulture For
1960. 55th Proc. of the Tenn. State Hort. Soc.,
1961.
Swingle, H. D.
Sweet Potato Variety Study. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 37, March 1961.
van de Werken, H., .J. S. Alexander, T. R. Gilmore,
P. H. Parham, B. S. Pickett, W. E. Roever, and
R. B, Thompson. Tennessee Progress Report On
Research Of Interest To Nurserymen. 5th Annual
Rep. on Ornamental Research, So. Nurserymen's
Assn., Feb. 19fil.
Bulletins Articles, and Reports-1962
Parham, P. H.
Tomato Varieties for West Tennessee. Tenn.
Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 42, June 1962.
\an de \,Verken, H.
Pruning and Maintenance of Form of Hedge
Plants. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 63,
Sept. 1962.
\'an de Werken, H., J. S. Alexander, G. M. Campbell,
T. R. Gilmore, P. H. Parham, B. S. Pickett, W. E.
Roever, and H. D. Swingle
Progress Report on Research of Interest to Nur-
serymen. 6th Annual Rep. on Ornamental Re·
search, So. Nurserymen's Assn., Feb. 1962.
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PHYSICS
IN the last 100 years, the conversion of cottonfiber into finished fabrics has developed
from a highly skilled craft of many small pro-
duction units to a mechanized industry of fewer
large units.
It has been recognized throughout the years
that certain properties are needed to provide
strength in the twisted strand of cotton fibers
that make up a yarn. Several of these proper-
ties have been studied by the Department of
Physics in the Agricultural Experiment Station.
Fiber length is one such property and has
been used in the market as a factor for deter-
mining price. Although the exact relationship
of fiber length to yarn quality is not known,
the price differential is strong evidence of its
importance.
Until an instrument, called the fibrograph.
was developed at the University of Tennessee.
measuring the fiber length depended upon the
art of evaluating the cotton by the unaided
senses of the cotton classifier. Although these
senses can become highly developed, they do
not provide the precision and speed needed in
the large mills of today.
Current investigations by the Station arc
largely concerned with factors that affect the
accuracy of the fibrograph. For example. fibers
are known to have tapered ends and to be
crimped. The effect that these and other char-
acteristics have on the accuracy of the fibro-
graph are now being tested.
Developing Cotton Fiber Testing Machines: This Physics
Department laboratory worker is brushing a pair of cotton
samples on the Digital Fibrograph. The samples were
t4lken with the Fibro-sampler shown in the foreground.
Proj. No.
Hatch 131
Research Project Titles
Development of ew and the Improve-
ment of Existing Instruments and Tech-
niques (or Measuring Properties of Cot-
ton (contributing to Regional Proj. Sol).
1\leasurement o( Standard Cotton Fiber
Properties.
Hatch 188
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-I 961
Hertel, K. L.
Patents Pose Problems for International Textile
Committee. The 1\ragazine of Standards, 32(2):49-
50, Feb. 1961.
Hertel, K. L.
Cotton Fibers: How Short is Short? Textile In-
dustries, 126(6):105-7-9, June 1961.
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1962
Landstreet, C. B.. K. L. Hertel, C. 1\1.Waggoner, and
Reba Lawson
A Study of Length Distributions in Fiber Array
Groups. Textile Bulletin 88(3):66-69, March 1962,
and Cotton Research Clinic, 1962, pp. 42-45.
Hertel, K. L.
Die Bestimmung des Kurzfaseranteils von Baum-
wolle. Textile Praxis, May 1962, pp. 429-431.
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PLANT PATHOLOGY
pLANT diseases have caused some dark mo-
ments in history. Just over 100 years ago,
belween 184:') and 1860, Ireland lost almost a
third of its population becausc of an outbreak
of late blight in potatoes. A million people
died from starvation or from disease following
mal nutrition.
Late blight is said to havc bcen a contribut-
ing cause of Germany's defeat in World War I:
one year about a third of Germany's potato
crop was lost. Rice disease in Japan and coffee
tree disease in 'Ceylon resulted either in starva-
tion or great changes in the agricultural econo-
mies of the countries.
Cotton has long been Tennessee's leading
cash crop, and the yields per acre have been
quite high. partly because it is relatively free
from disease. One exception is vertic ill iUlll
wilt. In some years, losses in yield and in low-
ered quality of the lint from badly-infected
plants are heavy.
In the alluvial lands of the Mississippi River
bottoms trouble appeared many years ago. At
first the disease was thought to be fusarium
wilt, the only wilt then recognizcd in cotton
there. However. the symptoms were not CJuite
typical. Specimens were studied in the labo-
ratory, cultures of the diseased tissue made, and
rhe fungus Verticillium allJo-atru m identified.
showing that the disease was verticillium wilt
and not fusarium wilt. However, both diseases
may be present in the same field.
The disease was most prevalent in cool, rainy
seasons and all common cotton varieties were
susceptible. Inspection of cotton grown in the
heavily-infested land in Lake County showed
striking- variations in disease symptoms among
individual plants. But no consistently resistant
lines were found.
Therefore, seeds of a common variety (DPL-
15) were subjected to gamma radiation at 10,
20. and 30K R (kilo-roentgens*) in order to in-
duce mutations. Enou~h seeds were treated to
plant about 0.5 acre. Selfing the progenies for
two successive generations produced about
6,000 seeds. These were screened by treating-.
greenhouse seedlings with a virulent culture of
Verticillillm alba-atrum.
•A kilo-roentgen is 1,000 roentgens; a chest X-ray in\'olvcs about 0.5 to
5 roentgens.
Aim Toward Disease-Resistant Cotton: These cotton
seedings are showing resistance to Verticil/ium albo-
atrum. The soil is heavily infested with the fungus and
most of the plants have been killed. Seed from the sur-
vivors will be used in later experiments.
About 200 plants survived. They are now
being further screened. So far, 80 plants have
bcen kept for further screening under field con-
ditions where disease should be widespread.
While greenhouse tests have showed most of
these lines to be highly resistant, results from
field tests must be evaluated before a disease-
resistant variety can be developed.
Proj. No. Research Project Titles
Hatch 132 Breeding Disease-Resistant Tobacco; co~
opera tive wi th the lJ .S. Department of
Agriculture.
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State
Control of Cotton Verticillium Wilt; co-
operative with the UT-AEC Agric. Res.
Lab.
Biology and Control of Plant Parasitic
Nematodes; cooperative with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (contributing
to Regional Proj. S-19).
Associations of Soil Microorganisms as
Related to Plant Diseases (contributing
to Regional Proj. S-26).
Evaluating New Fungicides.
Breeding Tomatoes for Tennessee Mar-
kets with Emphasis on Earliness and Dis-
ease Resistance; cooperative with the
Horticulture Department.
Breeding Strawberries for Tennessee
Markets with Emphasis on Climatic
Adaptability and Disease Resistance; co-
operative with the Horticulture Depart-
ment.
4 The Identification and Control of Straw-
berry Virus Diseases; cooperative with
the Tennessee State Department of Agri-
culture.
Tobacco Diseases
Hatch 135
Hatch 138
Hatch 139
Hatch 140
Hatch 167
Hatch 174
State 23
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-1961
Andes, .J. O.
Cultural Variation in Endothia Parasitica. Phyto-
pathology, 51(11):808, 1961.
Chambers, A. Y., and J. O. Andes
Stem Anthracnose of Lima Beans. Results of 1960
Fungicide-Nematocide Tests. Amer. Phytopatho-
logical Soc., 1961.
Chambers, A. Y., and J. O. Andes
Lima Bean Stem Anthracnose. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 37, March 1961.
Cnambers, A. Y., and H. E. Reed
Root-Knot Nematode Control in Tomato Trans-
plants. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 40.
Dec. 1961.
Johnson, L. F., and Karol Manka
A Modification of Warcup's Soil-Plate Method for
Isolating Soil Fungi. Soil Sci. 92(2):79-84, 1961.
Reed, H. E., and E. L. Felix
Late .Symptom Expression in Strawberry-Virus
IndeXIng. Phytopathology 51:645,1961.
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-1962
Chambers, A. Y., and r. O. Andes
Stem Anthracnose Control on Lima Beans. Tenn.
Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 338, 1962.
Endo, B. Y.
Lethal Time-Temperature Relationship of Het-
emdem g.lycines. Phytopathology 52:992-997, 1962.
Endo, B. Y.
Studies on the Dessication of the Soybean Cyst
Nematode Under Controlled Relative Humidity
Conditions. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog.
Rep. 42, June 1962.
Epps, James M., and A. Y. Chambers
The Soybean Cyst Nematode. Tenn. Farm and
Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 41, March 1962.
Johnson, Leander F.
Effect of the Addition of Organic Amendments to
Soil on Root Knot of Tomatoes. II. Relation of
soil temlJerature, moisture, and pH. Phytopathol-
ogy 52:410-413,1962 .
.lohnson, Leander F., and A. Y. Chambers
Control of Cotton Seedling Diseases in Tennessee.
Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 41, March
1962.
Reed, H. E.
Report on Status of Chemical Plant Dips for
Eradication of Root-knot Nematode from Living
Plants. Minutes of the Amer. Assn. of Nursery-
men, Inc., 2nd Nat!' Nematode ConI., Washing-
ton, D.C., Feb. 26-27, 1962, pp. 97-100.
POULTRY
LESS than 25 years ago-to say nothing of acentury ago-an enviable goal for a poultry
farmer was to have fried "spring" chicken by
the Fourth of July. Now, broilers or fryers
are available every day of the year.
Increas ing the growth rate of chickens
through breeding, disease control, confinement
rearing and better nutrition have been respon-
sible for this dramatic change. Today's broil-
ers carry more meat on their carcasses than did
the spring chickens of 1940. They are ready
for market in 8 weeks or less rather than in 12
to 14 weeks. They consume about half as much
feed per pound of gain as did broilers just a
generation ago.
Improved diets for broilers have helped bring
about this great increase in efficiency. Studies
aimed at improving broiler diets have been un-
derway in the Poultry Department for some
time. Some of these studies are reported here.
Feathers are a byproduct of the poultry proc-
essing industry. Hydrolyzed feather meal and
lime processed feather meal were found to be
equal in nutritive value. Feather meal was
found to be a satisfactory feed ingredient III
broiler diets when fed not in excess of 6.0% of
the total diet.
The amount of yellow pigment deposited in
and under the skin of broilers affects sales.
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Poultry processors demand a well pigmented
broiler. Consumers prefer the same.
A diet containing 10 milligrams of xantho-
phyll per pound of feed was found to produce
desirable pigmentation in broilers when fed for
the last 4 weeks prior to slaughter. Feeding of
additional xanthophyll did not further build
up the yellow pigment. Yellow corn, yellow
corn gluten meal, and alfalfa meal were found
to be satisfactory sources of xanthophyll.
Adding dienestrol diacetate, a hormone-like
compound, to a broiler starter diet significantly
increased the growth rate and finish at 6 weeks
of age above those fed the diet without the
compound.
Hatch 160 Improving Diets for B r 0 i I e r sand
Roasters.
Effects of Restricting Feed In take to
Growing Pullets.
Housing for Chicks; cooperative with the
Department of Agricultural Engineering.
Value of Various Grades of Grains for
Poultry.
Evaluation of Poultry Disease fedicants.
Secondary Infections from Intestinal Bac-
terial Microflora.
Random Sample Testing of Chickens
Available to Tennessee Poultrymen.
Hatch 168
Hatch 172
Hatch 178
Hatch 182
Hatch 194
St<lte
Projects Concluded in 1961
H<ltch 141 Drugs in the Control of Internal Para-
sites of Poultry.
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1961
Baxter, D. a., and H. V. Shirley
Which Type of Broiler House-Solar, Window-
less, or Conventional? Tenn. Farm and Home Sci.
Prog-. Rep. 38, June 1961.
Bletner, J. K.
Feeding the Growing Pullet. Feedstuffs, May 20,
1961, p. 10.
Bletner, J. K.
Relationship of Nutrition to Health. Feedstuffs,
May 20,1961, p. 88.
Goff, a. E.
Prepare for a Career in the Poultry Industry.
Tenn. Mkt. Bul., March 1961, p. 2.
Goff, a. E.
Who ""ill Produce Tomorrow's Poultry and Eggs?
Feedstuffs, May 20, 1961, p. 10.
Mitchell, R. P., Jr., and .J. K. Bletner
Broiler Pigmentation-A Must for Today's Mar-
ket. Tenn. Mkt. Bul., March 1961, p. 9.
Mitchell, R. P., Jr., .J. K. Bletner, and a. E. Goff
Xanthophyll for Broiler Diets. Tenn. Farm and
Home. Sci. Prog. Rep. 40, Dec. 196I.
Stephens, .J. F., a. E. Goff, and .J. K. Bletner
Estrogenic Compounds and Finisher Diets for
Small Broilers. Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog.
Rep. 37, March 1961.
Stephens, J. F., .J. K. Bletner, and a. E. Goff
Factors Which Affect Feather Meal Value in Feeds
for Broilers. The Feed Bag, 37(12):60-61, 65, 1961.
Stephens, .J. F., .J. K. Bletner, and a. E. Goff
Supplementation and Processing Methods of
Feather Meal Used in Broiler Diets. Tenn. Farm
and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 39, Sept. 1961.
Shirley, H. V.
Blood Spots in Eggs-A Big Problem. Tenn. Mkt.
Bul., March 1961, p. 10.
Shirley, H. V.
Chickens Have High Resistance to Irradiation.
Poultry Tribune, March 1961.
Shirley, H. V.
How Stress Factors Affect Poultry Performance.
Poultry Tribune, Nov. 1961, p. 55.
Shirley, H. V.
Poultry Comfort For Efficiency. Feedstuffs, May
20, 1961, p. 10.
\. /
Research Dividends from Poultry: One meat type hen
can be responsible for producing 394 pounds of broilers
during her 10 months of production. This is if she is fed
diets such as those developed by Tennessee research
workers and her chicks are fed diets containing 25"10
protein and 975 calories of production energy per pound
of feed.
Proj. No.
Hatch 144
Hatch 146
Hatch 147
Hatch 152
Research Project Titles
Influence of Environment on Perform-
ance of Hens.
Amino Acid Supplementation of Hydro-
lyzed Poultry Feathers for Use in Poultry
Feed.
Relationship of Protein to Energy for
Laying Hens.
Radiation Effects on Growth of Broilers;
cooperative with the UT-AEC Agric. Res.
Lab. (contributing to Regional Proj. S-
4]).
Hatch 155 The Influence of Light Upon Perform-
ance of Domestic Chickens.
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Shirley, H. V., and R. L. Tugwell
TI:anquililers. Feedstuffs,'l\Jay 20. 1961. p. 8R.
Sllndaram. R. K .. and R. L. Tug-well
The Cecal ,,,'orm-Har1l1fuP Tcnn. \Ikt. Bu\..
\larch 19til. p. II.
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1962
Clark, T. B., .J. K. Bletner, and C. .J. Cunning-ham
Restrined and Full-Feeding of Growing- Pullets.
\\'. Va. Agric. Expl. Sw. Bu\. -+76. .Junc 19fi~.
Goff, O. E.
Nuclear Fallout and Radiation. Their Efrect Upon
Poultry and Eggs. Egg Producer, .Jan. 1962. pp.
8-25.
Goff, O. E.
Nuclear Fallout and Radiation. Their Effect Upon
Poultl') and Eggs. Broiler Producer, Feb. 1962, pp.
7-21.
Goff, O. E., and H. V. Shirley
.\ Critical Examination of Our l\lanagement
Pranices. Broiler Producer, Sept. 1962, p. 14.
\litchell, R. P .. .J. K. Bletner, and O. E. Goff
Xan thophyll for Broi IeI' Diets. Feedstuffs 34( 14):
~8-29, April 7, 1962.
\Iitchell. R. P., .J. K. Bletner, and O. E. Goff
Xanthophyll Usage in Broiler Feeds. The Feed
Bag, 38(2):7-9, Feb. 1962.
Shirley. H. V.
Which Breeding System Produces the Best Layers?
Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 41, March
19fi2.
Stephens, .J. F., O. E. Goff, and J. K. Blemer
Quality Characteristics of Small Broiler Carcasses.
Tenn. Farm and Home Sci. Prog-. Rep. 41, March
1962.
Stephens, .J. F., O. E. Goff, and .J. K. Bletner
Quality Facts on Small Broilers. The Feed Bag,
~ray 1962, pp. 20-25.
Tugwell, R. L., and R. S. Sundaram
Cecal Worms and Blackhead in Chickens. Tenn.
Farm and Home Sci. Prog. Rep. 43, Sept. 1962.
UT-AEC AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
A radiation field is used in studies to see how radiation
affects the reproduction and physiology of farm animals,
burros, and laboratory animals, and also to see whether
different radiation dosages have both short-time and! or
latent effects. Radiation effects are also studied accord-
ing to rate and frequency of exposure, with these sched-
uled one time, weekly, or at other intervals. The 19
sources of radiation, all from cobalt-60, have been used
with all large animals as well as the laboratory animals
of rats, rabbits, and chickens. From 6 to 8 head of cattle
and 20 hogs or sheep can be treated at once, depending
upon the type of study being conducted.
the unborn animal develop. For instance, cows
irradiated the fourth week of gestation had
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FARMERS and scientists of 100 years ago hadnot the slightest inkling that a force capable
of destroying civilization would also be aiding
agriculture today.
That force is atomic energy-first developed
as a military weapon-but later put to use for
peaceful purposes. too. Since 1948, the Agri-
cultural Experiment Station has been working
closely with the U.S. Atomic Energy Commis-
sion in the use of atomic radiation to learn
more aboUl platH and animal life. The UT-
AEC Agricultural Research Laborat01'y is lo-
cated at Oak Ridge.
Research at the laboratory is of a basic na-
ture. Information gained may not have an
immediate use but cloes add to the storehouse
of knowledge that researchers of the future can
call upon to solve problems of their day.
The radiation-physiology-reproduction proj-
ect. for instance, is aimed at gaining a better
understanding of the physiological processes in-
volved in the development, growth, and fertil-
ity of animals. This information could help
the fanner produce 100r; calf crops-"a calf
for every cow at market time."
By irradiating the entire bodies of pregnant
cows. researchers have learned exactly when
during the gestation period the various parts of
calves with deformed feet and legs. Cows ir-
radiated earlier than the fourth week or after
the fifth week had normal-appearing calves.
With sheep, the observed period of fetal sen-
sitivity to radiation damage was even shorter-
about 3 to 4 days.
The researchers are also interested in the ef-
fects of radiation on the reproductive ability
of the animal. Cattle, sheep, hogs, and burros
have been subjected to radiation at various
stages of their development, from the embryo
to t he adult. Contrary to some beliefs, radia-
tion does not always cause sterility. Irradiated
mature bulls recover fertility within 6 months
after exposure. Cows have shown no evidence
of lowered fertility even as long as 6 years after
irradiation.
Bulls that received irradiation during their
mother's gestation period have produced so few
sperm that they are expected to be sterile.
However, no evidence of lowered fertility or
damage to reproductive organs has been de-
tected in females receiving irradiation at this
same time.
The radiobotany project is devoted mainly
to obtaining information that will help make
radiation a more productive and more repeat-
able breeding technique.
1\1utations, or changes from normal gTowth
characteristics, occur in nature very seldom:
radiation can cause them to occur more often.
Usually these changes are harmful, occasion-
ally beneficial. It is often feasible to seek out
and use that small fraction of desirable changes
in economic plants.
Advanced generations from irradiated seeds
of cotton, soybeans, and two forage grasses-
fescue and orchard grass-are now being grown
on a field-scale. First generation American
chestnut trees are approaching maturity and
if enough escape the blight to produce an ade-
fJuate supply of seeds, a second generation will
be grown and tested for induced resistance.
These examples suggest how a new scientific
discovery, atomic radiation, is being put to
work to benefit the agriculture of Tennessee
and of the ation.
Bulletins, Articles, and Reports-1961
.\ustin, .J. \V., E. \V. Hupp, and R. L. l\Iurphree
Effect of Scrotal Insulation on Semen of Hereford
Bulls . .Jour. of An. Sci., 20(2):307-310, May 1961.
.\ustin,.J. W., E. \V. Hupp, and R. L. i'vlurphree
Comparison of Quality of Bull Semen Collected ill
the Artificial Vagina and by Electroejaculation .
.Jour. of Dairy Sci., 44(12):2292-2297, Dec. 1961.
Hell, ~r. C, G. 1\1. Merriman, and D. A. Greenwood
Distribution and Excretion of FI8 Fluoride in
Beef Cattle. .Jour. of Nutrition, 73(4):379-385,
April 1961.
Hell, l\r. C., and R. G. Bueschcr
Effen of Bone on Sr8!l and Ca~5 111 Beef Roasts.
This portable gamma ray device is used at the University
of Tennessee-AEC Agricultural Research Laboratory at
Oak Ridge for irradiating cotton squares after fertiliza-
tion in order to try to develop a new cotton variety. The
new variety should have the desirable growth habits of
the American upland and the long fibers of the Sea Island
varieties. Bolls are irradiated in the one-celled stage for
I I or 12 minutes in front of this machine, which uses
cobalt-60 as the source of irradiation. Of course the
operator's hand is not in front of the machine during the
irradiation process.
{IT-AEC 102<1 Fission Product Metabolism 111 Bed
Cattle, Sheep, and Swine.
{'T-A£(~ I02b Fission Product Metabolism in Dairy
Cattle.
UT-AEC I02c Fission Product Metabolism 111 Poul-
try.
UT-AEC~ 102d Fission Product Chemistry of Soils.
{IT-AEC 102e Biochcmistry of Fission Product Ele-
ments.
l/T-AEC 201 Plant Genetics
Proj. No.
l T-AEC: lOla
Research Project Titles
Physiological and Clinical Effects of
Radiation.
Physiology of Reproduction.
Radiation Pathology.
UT-AEC IOlb
UT-AEC IOle
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Jour. of the Amer. Dietetic Assn., 39(6):567-568,
Dec. 1961.
Berry, R. K., M. C. Bell, R. B. Grainger, and R. G.
Buescher
Influence of Dietary Calcium and Zinc on Cal-
cium4f>, Phosphorus32, and Zinc65 Metabolism in
Swine . .lour. of An. Sci. 20(3):433-439, Aug. 1961.
Brown, Daniel G., Ralph E. Thomas, Larry P. Jones,
Fannie H. Cross, and Daniel P. Sasmore
Lethal Dose Studies with Cattle Exposed to
Whole-Body C060 Gamma Radiation. Radiation
Res., 15(5):675-683, Nov. 1961.
Buescher, R. G., M. C. Bell, and R. K. Berry
The Effect of Excessive Calcium on Selenium75 in
Swine . .lour. of An. Sci., 20(2):368-372, May 1961.
Buescher, R. G., S. A. Griffin, and M. C. Bell
Copper Availability to Swine from Cu64 Labelled
Inorganic Compounds . .lour. of An. Sci., 20(3):
529-531, Aug. 1961.
Cragle, R. G.
Uptake and Excretion of Cesium134 and Potas-
sium42 in Lactating Dairy Cows . .Iour. Dairy Sci.,
44(2):352-357, Feb. 1961.
Edwards, H. M., Jr., and F. R. Mraz
Transference to Egg and Chick of the Radio-
nuclides StrontiumR9, Calcium4f>, and Barium13:{.
When Administered to Laying Hens. Poultry Sci.,
40(2):493-503, March 1961.
Grainger, R. B., M. C. Bell, .J. W. Stroud, and F. H.
Baker
Effect of Various Cations and Corn Oil on Crude
Cellulose Digestibility by Sheep. Jour. of An. Sci.,
20(2):319-322, May 1961.
Hansard, Sam L., W. A. Lyke, and H. M. Crowder
Absorption, Excretion, and Utilization of Calcium
by Swine. .lour. of An. Sci., 20(2):292-296, May
1961.
Hoskinson, Philip E., and Thomas S. Osborne
Radiosensitivity of Seeds. II. Effects of Soaking,
Storage, and Gamma Rays. Radiation Res., 14(5):
681-688, Mav 1961.
Hupp, E. W., f. F. Andrews, and R. L. Murphree
Effect of Exogenous Testosterone on Fructose and
Citric Acid of Swine Semen. Jour. of An. Sci.,
20(4):774-777, Nov. 1961.
McAleese, D. M., M. C. Bell, and R. M. Forbes
Magnesium28 Studies in Lambs. The Jour. of Nu-
trition, 74(4):505-514, Aug. 1961.
Mayo, Robert H.
Swine Metabolism Unit. Jour. of An. Sci .. 20(1):
71-73, Feb. 1961.
Mraz, Frank R.
Influence of Dietary Calcium, Phosphorus, and
Vitamin D:1 on Ca4f>, p32, and SrS5 Uptake by
Chicks . .lour. of Nutrition, 73(4):409-414, April
1961.
Mraz, Frank R.
Influence of Phosphorus and Some Alkaline Earth
Metals on the Uptake of Ca45, Sr89, Ba133, and
p32 by Tibiae of Chicks. Poultry Sci., 40(4):958-
965, July 1961.
Osborne, Thomas S., and James A. Bacon
Two Improved and Inexpensive Systems for Mois-
ture Stabilization in Seeds or Other Tissues. Plant
Physiology, 36(3):309-312, May 1961.
Osborne, Thomas S., and A. O. Lunden
The Cooperative Plant and Seed Irradiation Pro-
g-ram of the University of Tennessee. IntI. Jour.
of Applied Radia tion and Isotopes, 10: 198-209,
July 1961.
Pace, H. B.. R. L. Murphree, and E. W. Hupp
Effects of Prenatal Gamma Radiation on Testicu-
lar Morphology and Function in Swine. Amer.
Jour. Veterinary Res., 22(88):406-411, May 1961.
Teekell, R. A., and W. A. Lyke
Protein Binding of l'vrolybdenum99 in Plasma,
Liver, and Kidney of Chicks. Poultry Sci., 40(5):
1277-1281, Sept. 1961.
Thomas, Ralph E., and Daniel G. Brown
Response of Burros to Neutron-Gamma Radia-
tion. Health Physics, 6:19-26, Aug. 1961.
Bulletins,Articles, and Reports-1962
Hell, M. C. (with Bernadine Meyer, and
.Joan Forrester)
Effects of Three Cooking Methods on Cesium134
Content of Beef from Orally-Dosed Steers. Food
Technology 16(1):110-112, Jan. 1962.
Brown, Daniel G.
Clinical Observations on Cattle Exposed to Lethal
Doses of Ionizing Radiation. Jour. Amer. Veteri-
nary Med. Assn., 140(10):1051-55.
Chandler, P. T., and R. G. Cragle
Gastrointestinal Sites of Absorption and Endoge-
nous Secretion of Calcium and Phosphorus in
Dairy Cows. Proc. Soc. Exptl. BioI. and Med.,
111(2): 431-434, Nov. 1962.
Chandler, P. T., and R. G. Cragle
Investigation of Calcium, Phosphorus, and Vita-
min D3 Relationships in Rats by Multiple Regres-
sion Techniques. Jour. of Nutrition 78(1):28-36,
Sept. 1962.
Chiriboga, .Jorge
Radiometric Analysis of Ivletals Using Chelates
Labeled with Carbon-14 and Liquid Scintillation
Counting Procedures. Analytical Chem. 34: 1843,
Dec. 1962.
Chiriboga, .Jorge, and D. N. Roy
Rapid Method for Determination of Decarboxyla-
tion of Compounds Labelled with Carbon-14. Na-
ture 193(4816):684-685, Feb. 1962.
Demott, B. .I., and H. C. Holt
Uptake of Strontium and Calcium by Stleptococ-
CIiS Lactis. Nature 193(4822):1309-10, March 1962
Demott, B . .J., H. C. Holt, and R. G. Cragle
Some Changes in Cation Composition of Milk
Caused by Ion Exchange Treatment. Jour. of
Dairy Sci. 45(10):1159-1164, Oct. 1962.
Gast, R. G.
An Interpretation of Self-Diffusion ;'vleasuremenls
of Cations in Clay-Water Systems. Jour. of Colloid
Sci . .17(5):492-500, June 1962.
Hupp, E. W., .J. W. Austin, N. R. Parish, and R. L.
Murphree
Sperm Production of Hereford Bulls at Different
Intensities of Collection. Jour. of An. Sci. 21(2):
272-276, May 1962.
Kamal, T. H., and R. G. Cragle
Significance of Plasma Ultrafiltrable Ca45 and P3~
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in Milk Synthesis. Jour. of Dairy Sci. 45(1):43-47,
Jan. 1962.
Kuhn, U. S. G., and Daniel G. Brown
Head Irradiation of the Burro with Cobaltuu.
Jour. of Amer. Med. Assn., 180:671-675, May 1962.
,\fraz, Frank R.
Calcium and Strontium Uptake by Rat Liver and
Kidney Mitochondria. Proc. Soc. Exptl. BioI. and
~1ed., 111(2):429-431, Nov. 1962.
:\fraz, Frank R.
I ntestinal Absorption of Ca45 and Sr8i\ as Affected
by the Alkaline Earths and pH. Proc. Soc. Exptl.
BioI. and Med., 110:273-275, June 1962.
Osborne, T. S., M. J. Constantin, and A. O. Lunden
Germination of Nandina Seeds, as Influenced by
Temperature and Time of Storage and by Gamma-
Ray Treatments. So. Nurseryman, Nov. 1962, p.
15.
Pace, H. B., E. W. Hupp, and R. L. Murphree
Changes in Semen and Blood of Boars Following
Total Body Gamma Irradiation. Jour. of An. Sci.,
21 :615-620, Aug. 1962.
Parish, N. R., R. L. Murphree, and E. W. Hupp
Growth and Sexual Development of Prenatally-
Irradiated Cattle. Jour. of An. Sci. 21(3):473-478.
Aug. 1962.
Souto, Jose
Tumor Development in the Rat Induced by Blood
of Irradiated Animals. Nature 195(4848):1317-1318,
Sept. 1962.
Teekell, R. A., M. C. Bell, and D. L. Anderson
Sulfanilamide Effect on Carbonic Anhydrase, Ab-
sorption and Elimination of Zinc-65, Calcium-45
and Copper-64 in Sheep. Amer. Jour. of Veteri-
nary Research 23(93):226-229, 1962.
Teekell, R. A., M. C. Bell, and D. L. Anderson
Sulfanilamide Effect on Carbonic Anhydrase, Ab-
sorption, and Elimination of Zinc65, Calcium4i\,
and Copper84 in Sheep. Amer. Jour. of Veterinary
Res., 23(93):226-229, March 1962.
Teekell, R. A., W. H. Boling, W. A. Lyke, and
J. Chiriboga
An Automatic Stepwise Elution Dispenser for
Column Chromatography. Jour. of Chromatogra-
phy, 7:424-427, March 1962.
Tessmer, Carl F., and Daniel G. Brown
Carcinoma of Skin in Bovine Exposed to Radio-
active Fallout. Jour. of Amer. Med. Assn., 179(3):
124-128, .Ian. 1962.
Todd, A. S., O. 1'. Fosgate, R. G. Cragle, and
1'. H. Kamal
Parathyroid Action on Calcium, Phosphorus, Mag-
nesium, and Citric Acid in Dairy Cattle. Amer.
.lour. of Physiology 202(5):987-990, May 1962.
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SIGRID H. CHILDERS, Assistant Professor
JOYCE 1.. ARMSTRONG, Instructor
Horticulture
B. S. J'ICKE1T, Head of Departmcnt
J. S. ALEXANDER, Assistant Professor
D. D. BAIRD, Assistant in Horticulture
K. M. BATAL, Assistant in Horticulture
J. F. BROWN, Assistant in Horticulture
C. M. CAMPBELL. Assistant Professor
T. R. GIL~IORE, Associate Prof<~ssor,
Cross\ ille
1'. H. PARHA~I, .\ssistant Professor,
Jackson
W. E. ROEVI:."R,Associate Professol
H. D. SWII'GLE, Associate Professor
(on leave)
HENDRIK VAN DE WERKEN, Assistant Pro-
fessor
Information
R. L. HAMILTON, Head of Department
\IRS. BETTY K. ,\DAMS, Agricultural Li·
brarian
F. E. BERGGREN, Assistant Editor
I .. L. KRUG, Assistant Editor (on leave)
R. C. McDADE, Visual Aids Specialist
S. F. SWEET, Associate Editor
Physics
K. L. HERTEL, Head of 'Department
K. E. DUCKETT, Assistant in Physics
P. R. EWALD, Associate Professor'
Z. A. HENRY, Assistant Professor
R. S. KROWICKt, Assistant in Physics
C. B. LANDSTREET, Assistant Professor'
REBA LAWSON, Assistant in Physics'
Plant Pathology
J. O. ANDES, Head of Department
A. Y. CHAMBERS, Assistant Professor,
Jackson
B. Y. ENDO, Associate Professor, Jackson'
J. M. Epps, Associate Professor, Jackson'
E. L. FELIX, Assistant Professor
L. F. JOHNSON, Associate Professor
D. H. LATHAM, Associate Professor,
Springfield
H. E. REED, Associate Professor
4\
Poultry
O. E. GOFE, Head of Department
.I. K. BLETNER, Associate Professor
E~lILY .\. DAVIS, Assistant in Poultry
C. R. DOUGLAS, Assistant in Poultry
H. V. SHIRLEY, JR., Associate Professor
R. D. SIMPSON, Assistant in Poultry
H .. \. STONE, Assistant in Poultry
R. L. TUGWELL, Professor
Main Station, Knoxville
.I. :'\. OnoM, Superintendent
Branch Stations
.I. R. OWEN, Superintendent, Dairy Ex·
periment Station, Lewisburg
L. M. SAFLEY, Superintendent, Highland
Rim Experiment Station, Springfield
E. .I. CHAPMAN, Superintendent, \fiddle
Tcnnessee Experiment Station, Spring
Hill
.J. A. ODOM, Superintendent, Plateau Ex-
pcriment Station, Crossville
E. L. BOHANON, Assistant Superintendent,
Platcau Experiment Station, Crossville
J. H. FELTS. Superintendent, Tobacco
Experiment Station,' Greeneville
B. P. HAZLEWOOD, Sliperintendenl; West
Tcnnessec Experiment Station. Jackson
UT-AEC Agricultural
Research Laboratory
N. S. HALL, Laboratory Director
C. G. ANDERSON, Assistant Professor'
:'If. C. BELL, Associate Professor
J. ~f. BIRD, Superintendent
D. G. BROWN, Professor
.I. CHIRlIlOGA, Associate Professor
M. J. CONSTANTIN, Associate Professor
R. G. CRAGLE, Associate Professor
B. H. ERICKSON, .-\ssistant Professor
R. G. CAST, Associate Professor
R. L. HARRIS, Assistant in Animal Hus·
bandry
D. F. JOHNSON, Professor
B. T. LADD, Assistant in Animal Hus·
'bandry
R. S. LOWREY, JR., Assistant Professor
.-\. O. LUNDEN, Assistant Professor
W. C. MAGRANE, Consultant
.r. K. \IILLER, Assistant Professor
F. R. \fRAZ, Associate Professor
R. L. MURPHREE, Professor
T. S. OSBORNE, Associate Professor
W. C. PATRICK, Assistant to the Director
.J. C. PEKAS, Assistant Professor
R. A. REYNOLDS, Assistant Professor
G. K. SCHWEITZER, Consultant
C. E. SHORT, Assistant Professor
F. W. SIGLER, Assistant Professor
J. SOUTO, Professor
P. R. WELCH, Assistant in Animal Hus·
bandry
\-1. H. ,.vYKOFF, Associate Professor
1 In cooperation with the V. S. Department of
Agriculture. . .
2 On assignment With the Vetennary Corps.
V.S. Army.
Personnel Changes
January I - December 31, 1961
Appointments
I'~~TER W. ASCHB>\CHER, Associate Profes-
sor, UT-AEC, August 15, 1961
\'ERl'\ON M. BOUNDS, Assistant in Agricul-
tural Economics, July I, J961
JOI': G. BRADSHAW, Assistant in Animal
Husbandry, July J, 1961
.\DA \IARIE CAMPBELL, Associate I'rofes·
sor, September I, 196J
GEORGE \1. CAMPBELL, Assistant Profes·
sor, Horticulture, September' I, 196J
KERMIT E. DUCKEIT, Assistant in Physics,
September J, 1961
JAMES E. ELDER, Assistant in Agricultural
Economics, August 21, 1961
JACK C. FARME:R, Assistant in .\nimal
Husbandry, February I, 1961
\IARVIS E. FRYER, Assistant Professor,
Animal Husbandry, January I, 1961
I3URGESS F. GUINN, Assistant in Agron-
omy, March 15, 1961
HAROLD WAYNE HARR, Assistant in Jour-
nalism, September 16, 1961
I,ACHARY A. HENRY, '\ssistant I'rofessor,
Agricultural Engineering, September I.
1961
I.ARRY 13. JONES, Assistant in Agronom),
July I. 1961
TED L. JONES, .-\ssistant Professor, .\gri-
cultural Economics, September I, 1961
LARRY E. KRUG, .\ssistant Editor. Septem-
ber I, 1961
ROBERT S. LOWERY, Assistant Professor.
UT-AEC, September I, 1961
THOMAS E. ;\1ADDOX. Assistanl in Agri-
cultural Engineering, July I, 1961
DAVID R. MEYERS, Assistant in Agricul-
tural Economics, July I, 1961
JAMES K. 'fiLLER, Assistant Professor.
UT'AEC. :'\ovember I, 1961
FRED E. PARDUE, Assistant in Dairying,
October I, 1961
.I~:RO~lE C. PEKAS, Assistant Professor,
lJT'c\EC. October 16, 1961
DARIIY 1- REED, Instructor, Child Devel-
opment, July I, 1961
JOE K. ROBERTSON, Assistant in Agricul-
tural Economics, April I, 1961
JAMES A. SANDERS. Assistant in Agron·
omy, August 1.5, 19tH
FRED W. SIGLER, Assistant Scientist, UT-
AEC, June 15, 1961
RONALD n. SIMPSON, Assistant in Poultry.
September I, 1961
JOHN D. SMALLING, Assistant Professor.
Animal Husbandry, November 27, 1961
JOSEPH P. SUITON, Assistant in Agron-
omy, October 10, 1961
ROBERT S. TEMl'LE,' Professor, Animal
Husbandry, September 1. 196J
DONNA G. WALTERS, Assistant in Agricul-
tural Economics, August 7, 196J
JOHN :'-I. WILLIAMS, II, Assistant in Ani-
mal Husbandry, ;'\ovember I, 1961
I3ENJAMIN B. WILSON. Assistar.t in
Animal Husbandry, May I, 1961
PAUL L. WRIGHT, Assistant Professor,
UT-AEC, October I, 1961
'1AITHEW H. WYKOFF, Associate
Professor, UT-AEC, June 15, 1961
Terminations
JAMES H. ANDERSON, Head, Agricultural
Engineering, December 31, 1961
WILLIAM E. BRYAN, Assistant in
Agrouomy, July 15, 1961
RALPH E. DODSON, Assistant Professor,
Animal Husbandry, August 21, 1961
JOE W. HIGH, Assistant Professor, Animal
Husbandry, July 15, 1961
HAROLD D. HOLLOWAY, Professor, Home
ECOl,omics, August 31, 1961
LARRY P. JONES, Associate Professor, UT
AEC, January 6, 1961
TAY;-"IOUR H. KAMAL, Assistant Professor,
UT-AEC, .-\ugust 31, 1961
JAMES T. LONG, Assistant in Agricultural
Economics, June 30, 1961
THOMAS E. MADDOX, Assistant in Agri-
cultural Engineering, July 31, 1961
DENNIS L. MONTGOMERY, Assistant in
Agronomy, August 23, 1961
\IARY E. I'URCHASE, Associate Professor,
Home Management. Equipment, and
Family Economics, August 31, 1961
\IAREK RAKOWI':R, Associate Professor,
UT-AEC, March 10, 1961
DWIJENDRA N. ROy, Assistant Professor,
UT-AEC, August 31, 1961
HAROLD G. RUTHERFORD, Assistant in
Agricultural Economics, March 15, 19(;1
CARL T. SARTEN, Assistant in Agronomy,
Nov<:mber 30, 1961
DAVID B. SHOAF, .-\ssistant in Poultry,
\Iay 10, 1961
H_ B. SMITH, Assistant in Agronomy.
Augnst 8, 1961
ROGER A. TEEKJ:,'LL, Associate Professor,
UT-AEC, August 18, 1961
. R'OBERT :'-I. TERRELL, Assistant in Animal
Husbandry, 'July 31, 1961
WILLlA~r H. WALKER Ill, Assistant in
.\nimal Husbandry, '1ay 31, 1961
CAROLYN A. WERMAN, Assistant Profes-
sor, Textile and Clothing, August 31.
1961
Promotion
LLOYD F. SEATZ, to Head of Agronomy
Department, February 1, 1961
On Leave
D. HOUSTON LUTTRELL, Assistant Profes-
sor, Agricultural Engineering, July 31.
1961
Retired
ALI'RED 13. STRAND, Associate Professo1',
Horticullure, August 31, 1961
Personnel Changes
January I - December 31, 1962
Appointments
JAMES F. BROWN, Assistant in Horticul-
ture, September I, 1962
KHEIREDDI \1. Batal, Assistant in Hor-
ticulture, May I, 1962
CHARLES R. I3URGESS, Assistant in Animal
Husbandry, July I, 1962
ELME:R W. COUNCE, Assistant Professor,
Agronomy, July 1, 1962
42
ELiGE W. CULVAHOUSE, Assistant Pro-
fessor, Dairy, July I, 1962
JOEL ALLEN COLLINS, Assistant in Dairy,
September 15, 1962
EMILY ANN DAVIS, Assistant in Poultry,
August 1, 1962
CARROLL R. DOUGLAS, Assistant in Poul-
try, September I, 1962
DONALD \1. fJLKIl'\S, Assistant in Agron-
omy, June JI, 1962
HOWARD L. EARLY, Assistant in .-\gron-
omy, September 17, 1962
CHARLES E. FREEMAN, Assistant in Agron-
omy, July I, 1962
.\NDREW \-V. GIBBS, Assistant in Dairy,
\Iarch I, 1962
WILLIAM G. GIVAl'\, Assistant in AgriClI1-
lUral Economics, August I, 1962
JULIA .-\. GLOVER, Assistant ill Agronomy,
July I, 1962
ELMER GRAY, Assistant Professor, Agron-
omy, April 10, 1962
BUTLER E. HOLT, Assistant in Agronomy,
July I, 1962
HAYLEY i\1. JAMISON, Assistant in Animal
Husbandry, March I, 1962
RICHARD S. KROWICKI, Assistant in Phys-
ics, September I, 1962
RUSSELL J. LEWIS, Assistant Professor,
.\~ronomy, July I, 1962
BARRY L. LADD. Assistant in .\lIill~1
Husbandry. July I, 1962
THO~1AS WM. LIn'LE, Assistant in Agri-
cultural Economics. September 10, 196:1
JOHN 1- McDow, Head, Agricultural En-
gineerin~, February I, 1962
WALTER C. PATRICK, Assistant to Direc-
tor. UT-AEC, _\pril I, 1962
CHARLES D. PLESS, Assistant in Entomol-
ogy, J ul Y I, 1962
ROBERT \1. RAY, Assistant Professor, Ag-
ricultural Economics, July I, 1962
KFNT \1. REASONS. Assistant in Agron-
omy .. -\ ugust I, 1962
JOHN H. REYNOLDS, Assistant Professor,
.-\gronomy. August 16, 1962
HOWARD A. STOl'\E. Assistant in Poultry,
July I. 1962
EDWARD LEE SMITH. Assistant Professor,
Agronomy, '1arch 15, 1962
JOHN 1. SEWELL, Assistant Professor, Ag-
ricultural Engineering, September I,
1962
CHARLES E. SHORT, Assistant Professor.
UT-AEC, October I, 1962
I-lARRY B. STRAWN, Assistant in Agricul-
tural Economics, September I, 1962
LAWRENCE L. TREANOR, JR., Assistant in
A~ron()my, June J, 1962
.\NNA JEAN TREECE, Head and Professor.
Textiles and Clothing, September I,
1962
FERNANDO E. VITERl, Assistant Professor,
UT-AEC, April 1, 1962
Terminations
PETER W. ASCHBACHER, Associate Pro-
fessor. UT-AEC, August 24, 1962
JOE G. BRADSHAW, Assistant in Animal
. Husbandry, March 31, 1962
LOUIS .J. BOYD, Associate Professor, Dairy,
December 31, 1962
RAY T. BRITT, Assistant Professor, Agri-
cultural Economics, July 16, 1962
JAMES E. ELDER, Assistant in Agricultural
Economics, May 31, 1962
DONALD M. ELKI S, Assistant in Agron-
omy, December 31, 1962
JACK C. FARMER, Assistant in Animal
Husbandry, March 17, 1962
EUGENE W. Hupp, Associate Professor,
UT-AEC, June 8, 1962
HAROLD W. HARR, Assistant in Journal-
ism, December 10, 1962
JOHN T. LEEMAN, Assistant in Animal
Husbandry, August 10, 1962
ROBERT C. McILHENN'Y, Associate Pro-
fessor, UT-AEC, January 15, 1962
DAVID R. MYERS, Assistant in Agricul-
tural Economics, August 31, 1962
JOSEPH S. OHR, Assistant in Horticulture,
June 30, 1962
RORt."RT G. PALMER, Assistant in Agron-
omy, May 31, 1962
DONALD G. PARIS, Assistant Professor,
Agricultural Economics, July 27, 1962
PAULUS P. SHELBY, Assistant in Agron-
omy, June 15, 1962
ROBERT L. SMITH, Assistant in Poultry,
ylarch 15, 1962
JAMES F. STEPHENS, Assistant in Poultry,
December 31, 1962
FERNANDO E. VITERl, Assistant Professor.
UT-AEC, July 10, 1962
On Leave
HOMER D. SWINGLE, Associate Professor,
Horticulture, October I, 1962
Retired
;'IlEWMAN I. HANCOCK, Professor, Agron-
omy, August 31, 1962
FLORENCE MACLEOD, Assistant Director,
Home Economics, August 31, 1962
B. J. MCSPADDEN, Associate Professor,
Poultry, August 31, 1962
Death
W. H. MACINTIRE, Emeritus Soil Chemist.
April 21, 1962
1962 /.. /,,-:/
The University of Tennessee
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
1 Main Station
2 U.T .-AEC Agricultural Research Laboratory
7 Tobacco Experiment Station
8 West Tennessee Experiment Station
BRANCH STATIONS
3 Dairy Experiment Station
4 Highland Rim Experiment Station
5 Middle Tennessee Experiment Station
6 Plateau Experiment Station
FIELD STATIONS
9 Ames Plantation
10 Cumberland Forestry Field Station
11 Friendship Forestry Field Station
12 Highland Rim Forestry Field Station
13 Milan Field Station
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